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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
POWER AND THERMAL AWARE SCHEDULING FOR REAL-TIME
COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Huang Huang
Florida International University, 2012
Miami, Florida
Professor Gang Quan, Major Professor
Over the past few decades, we have been enjoying tremendous benefits thanks to the
revolutionary advancement of computing systems, driven mainly by the remarkable
semiconductor technology scaling and the increasingly complicated processor archi-
tecture. However, the exponentially increased transistor density has directly led to
exponentially increased power consumption and dramatically elevated system temper-
ature, which not only adversely impacts the system’s cost, performance and reliability,
but also increases the leakage and thus the overall power consumption. Today, the
power and thermal issues have posed enormous challenges and threaten to slow down
the continuous evolvement of computer technology. Effective power/thermal-aware
design techniques are urgently demanded, at all design abstraction levels, from the
circuit-level, the logic-level, to the architectural-level and the system-level.
In this dissertation, we present our research efforts to employ real-time scheduling
techniques to solve the resource-constrained power/thermal-aware, design-optimization
problems. In our research, we developed a set of simple yet accurate system-level
models to capture the processor’s thermal dynamic as well as the interdependency of
leakage power consumption, temperature, and supply voltage. Based on these models,
we investigated the fundamental principles in power/thermal-aware scheduling, and
developed real-time scheduling techniques targeting at a variety of design objectives,
including peak temperature minimization, overall energy reduction, and performance
v
maximization.
The novelty of this work is that we integrate the cutting-edge research on power
and thermal at the circuit and architectural-level into a set of accurate yet simplified
system-level models, and are able to conduct system-level analysis and design based
on these models. The theoretical study in this work serves as a solid foundation
for the guidance of the power/thermal-aware scheduling algorithms development in
practical computing systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The increased transistor density and the exponentially growing power consumption of
modern computing systems have imposed enormous challenges that not only threaten
to slow down the pace of technology advancement, but also raise serious concerns re-
lated to the economic efficiency and environmental protection. High power consump-
tion directly translates into high temperature, which also makes the thermal issue a
challenging problem to be addressed. Evidently, power/thermal-aware techniques are
urgently needed at every design abstraction level in contemporary computing system
design. This chapter presents the motivations behind this research, introduces an
overview of the research problem, and discusses the major contributions made in this
dissertation.
1.1 High Power Consumption Problem
The continuous shrinking of the semiconductor transistor feature size, together with
the increasingly complicated circuit architecture, have resulted in an exponential in-
crease of power density, which has imposed enormous challenges and threatens to
slow down this progress.
According to [20], more than 40 billion transistors are being integrated into a
single 300mm2 die today, and as shown in Figure 1.11, the number is growing rapidly
toward 100 billion by the middle of 2010’s. The power consumed by these transistors
is significant, reaching 300 watt in a matter of a few years. The soaring power
consumption has posed immediate challenges for system designers in both portable
devices and power-rich systems.
On one hand, battery-operated portable devices, in recent years, have been ex-
1Figure 1.1 is plotted based on the data reported in [20].
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Figure 1.1: The trend of power consumption and transistor count for a 300mm2 die
periencing revolutionary improvement ranging from functionality, application and
performance. All complicated applications and powerful hardware resources demand
high-capacity batteries to sustain the battery life for the sake of mobility and appli-
cability. Unfortunately, the trend that devices are simultaneously asked to do more
and getting smaller severely limits the battery size and therefore the power they
could generate. The current battery technology, with less-than-5% annual capacity
improvement [9], cannot effectively address this problem. In fact, in many modern
high-performance portable devices, such as smart phones and tablets, battery packs
have already taken the majority of the space within devices’ enclosures [1]. Evidently,
unless sophisticated power reduction techniques are successfully implemented, the
advancement of the mobile computing industry can be severely handicapped by the
limitation of battery life, or the “gating factor”.
On the other hand, even for power-rich computing systems, such as data centers,
the energy consumption is also a major issue. The power usage of U.S. data cen-
ters had doubled between 2000 and 2005. According to an Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) report [11], in 2006, data centers within the U.S. consumed 61 billion
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kilowatt hours of energy, which is equivalent to 1.5% of all energy consumed in the
U.S. - at a cost of 4.5 billion dollars and continued to grow at 12% per year. It is
estimated that, as of today, the electricity cost of a server over its lifetime will pass
the price of the hardware. Even worse, an estimation of 70% of the electricity in
the U.S. is generated by fossil fuel. Therefore, considering the costs related to power
consumption and the impact on the environment, data center-related technological
innovations are urgently needed from different aspects, such as cooling equipments,
power conversion/distribution and most importantly, power-efficient computing sys-
tems.
1.2 Why Temperature Matters
The soaring power consumption not only has presented significant challenge that
stresses power supply, but also makes the heat dissipation and the temperature control
even more critical and challenging.
The elevated temperature caused by heat dissipation significantly affects the reli-
ability and the performance of a computing system. It can even cause catastrophic
system failures. The reliability of an electronic system can be modeled by using the
Arrhenius equation [53, 114], i.e. MTF = MTF0e
Ea
KbT , where MTF is the mean-time-
to-failure of a system, and T is the operating temperature. When a system’s operating
temperature increases, its mean-time-to-failure decreases exponentially. According to
Yeh and Chu [114], even if a processor does not completely fail at a high temperature,
a small increase in temperature, e.g. 10oC, can result in as much as 50% reduction
in the device’s life span.
Moreover, temperature increase also worsens the performance. The clock timing
in the CMOS circuit is very sensitive to temperature variations. Each 15oC increase
in temperature can add roughly 10% to 15% to the circuit delay [96].
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Furthermore, the escalating chip temperature has directly led to high packaging
and cooling costs. It is estimated that the thermal packaging cost increases at 1-3
dollar per watt [100, 101]. With estimated peak power of future processors well over
300 watts [55], this portion of cost seriously undermines the benefit of new generations
of computing systems.
Even though there are novel and impressive cooling techniques and thermal ma-
terials being developed (e.g. [87]), the cost-effective heat removal capability remains
almost flat in the foreseeable future [87, 55]. The severity of the thermal problem is
further highlighted by Intel’s acknowledgement that it has hit a “thermal wall” [78].
Similarly, thermal challenges exist in high-performance computing systems [12,
17, 21, 100]. Data center designers and operators have to expend tremendous ef-
fort on heat management to improve operational performance and minimize system
downtime. At a data center with many power-hungry computing and networking
equipments, cooling cost has been the primary source of the increased operational
costs. It is estimated that 4−8 million U.S. dollar a year is spent for cooling alone
in a 30,000 square feet data center with 1000 standard computing racks [81]. It is
further estimated that half to one watt has to be consumed just for cooling in order to
sustain each watt consumed on computation [17, 21]. According to [21], the dramatic
increase in engineering costs and financial burdens of providing power and cooling for
data centers have become serious economic problems and will eventually cause the
“economic meltdown of Moore’s Law”.
In addition, high temperature also increases the leakage power consumption, which
is becoming one of the major components in overall power, e.g. up to 70% of total
power [55]. As shown in Figure 1.2 [55], the leakage power consumption will increase
dramatically in the near future. It is catching up and even surpassing the dynamic
power consumption as the IC technology continues its marching toward the deep sub-
4
Figure 1.2: The portion of dynamic and leakage power consumption of stationary
systems projected by ITRS (2010)
micron (DSM) era. Based on the UC Berkeley’s BSIM device model [18], Liao et al.
[65] showed that the leakage power consumption can be 2-3 times higher than the
dynamic power consumption for processors using the 65nm technology.
It has been shown that the leakage power is highly dependent upon the system
temperature and a positive feedback loop exists between the two. Taking the 65nm
technology for example, the leakage power will increase by 21% when chip temper-
ature raises from 60oC to 80oC and the increased power consumption will in turn
produce more heat to escalade the temperature [66]. Therefore, as the thermal issue
becomes increasingly prominent, the system temperature has to be incorporated as
a critical design metric in computing system development. And any power/thermal-
aware design technique can become ineffective if the interdependency between the
leakage and temperature is not properly considered.
1.3 Research Problems and Our Contributions
In the face of the grave challenges to deal with the power consumption and heat gen-
erated by the computing systems today, power/thermal-aware design techniques are
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urgently demanded from all perspectives and design abstraction levels. To tackle this
problem, efforts have been made at every design abstraction level including circuit-
level, logic-level, architectural-level and system-level. In this dissertation, we are
focusing on addressing this problem from the system-level. Specifically, we study
the power/thermal-aware scheduling problems for real-time computing systems. The
aim of this research is to develop appropriate real-time scheduling algorithms to ad-
dress the system-level power/thermal-aware design optimization problems with the
interplay between temperature and leakage power consumption being taken into con-
sideration. The research will incorporate advanced power manageable features, e.g.
dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS) and dynamic power down (DPD), in the
state-of-the-art computer architecture to meet the increasingly stringent timing re-
quirement, as well as optimize other performance metrics, such as peak temperature,
energy consumption and throughput, of real-time systems.
The contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
1. We integrate the state-of-the-art research on power, leakage, and temperature
at the circuit and architectural-level and develop a set of accurate yet simplified
power and thermal models which can be used to effectively capture the pro-
cessor’s thermal dynamic as well as the leakage/temperature dependency. The
linear-approximation leakage power model developed in this research helps to
greatly simplify the complexity of temperature calculation while achieves rea-
sonably good accuracy, e.g. 1.3% average relative error for leakage calculation
and less than 4.8% relative error when calculating the temperature.
2. Based on the proposed system-level models, we study the problem on how
to minimize the peak temperature of a processor when executing a periodic
task set. We propose an approach based on an existing algorithm, called M-
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Oscillating [28], that oscillates task executions between the high and low pro-
cessor speeds. Different from the original algorithm proposed in [28], in this
research, we incorporate the non-negligible processor mode switching overhead
into analysis and present a fast searching algorithm that can be used to effi-
ciently find the appropriate number of mode switchings that can lead to the
minimized peak temperature. From our experimental study, we find that, with-
out taking the transition overhead into consideration, the original M-Oscillating
algorithm can in fact increase the peak temperature in practical scenarios, while
our new approach can effectively accommodate the practical factors such as the
transition overhead.
3. The temperature dependent leakage power makes the energy calculation com-
plicated and computationally expensive. In our research, we further derive a
novel, closed-form energy estimation method that can be used to accurately and
efficiently calculate the energy consumption of a candidate schedule at both the
transient and the thermal steady state. Based on the proposed energy calcula-
tion method, we then develop two scheduling techniques, i.e. an off-line method
for a periodic task set and an on-line method targeting at an aperiodic task set,
to minimize the overall energy consumption of real-time systems. Our experi-
mental results show that the proposed energy estimation method can achieve up
to 177X speedup compared with an existing approach [73] while still maintain-
ing high accuracy (with relative error no more than 4.1%). With a large num-
ber of different test cases, the proposed off-line energy minimization scheduling
method consistently outperforms two existing approaches, e.g. the Naive ap-
proach and the Pattern-based approach [110], by 26.5% and 15.3%, respectively.
Our on-line approach, on the other hand, also shows superior performance in
terms of over energy reduction. Compared with two existing approaches, the
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Pattern-based approach and the On-line DVS approach [64], on average, our
method gains 14% and 10% additional energy savings, respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any other thermal-aware
scheduling techniques that can guarantee the hard real-time deadlines for an
aperiodic task set.
4. For a task set consisting of tasks with heterogeneous power and thermal profiles,
we observe that the overall latency when running a task can be reduced if we
split the task execution and insert cooling periods in between. Moreover, we
notice that by frequently switching between the execution of tasks with different
thermal characteristics, e.g. hot and cool tasks, the entire temperature curve
can be maintained under a predefined threshold without introducing any cool-
ing period. Based on these observations, we formally establish and successfully
prove two important theorems, which are used to guide the development of our
peak temperature constrained, throughput maximization scheduling algorithms
for a periodic hard real-time system. Two scheduling approaches are presented
for processors with and without DVS feature. Our experimental results, based
on parameters drawn from the 65nm technology, show that on average our
methods outperform the existing approaches [119] by over 23.3% and 5.3%, for
a processor without and with DVS capability, respectively. Moreover, under
different ambient temperature conditions, the proposed method can guarantee
that all task can be completed without a single occurrence of peak tempera-
ture constraint violation, i.e. a 21% feasibility improvement over the existing
approach [119].
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1.4 Structure of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background of
this research. Specifically, we discuss a number of most important concepts in real-
time computing. Then, we present a number of existing approaches in both power
reduction and thermal management. Finally, we provide an overview of the literature
on power/thermal-aware scheduling, which is closely related to our research in this
work.
In Chapter 3, we provide some details about the system models, especially the
leakage model that we used in this dissertation. We study a large spectrum of leakage
power models, then analyze and compare the trade-off between the complexity and
accuracy of these models, empirically. Based on our experimental results, the one
that is able to account for the leakage/temperature dependency, and in the meantime,
simple enough and thus suitable for the system-level design is chosen and used in this
dissertation.
Based on the system models we derived in Chapter 3, three different, but closely
related, problem areas are studied in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respec-
tively. Specifically, in Chapter 4, we investigate the operational temperature mini-
mization problem. An effective speed scheduling algorithm is proposed to reduce the
peak temperature of a processor when executing a hard real-time periodic task set.
Despite that the temperature and the power consumption of a system are strongly
correlated, a temperature minimization technique does not necessarily optimize the
energy consumption. Therefore, in Chapter 5, we extend our study to the problem
on how to schedule a hard real-time system to achieve the minimal overall energy,
including both dynamic and leakage energy consumption. Chapter 6 focuses on the
throughput maximization problem for a periodic real-time system under a given peak
temperature constraint. We assume that different tasks in our system may have dif-
9
ferent power and thermal characteristics. Two scheduling approaches are presented.
The first one is built upon processors that can be either in active or sleep mode.
Then, we augment this approach to consider processors with DVS capability.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we conclude this dissertation and discuss the possible future
work of this research.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This chapter presents our research background. We first introduce several important
concepts related to real-time systems and real-time scheduling policies. Then, we
discuss a number of studies on power reduction and thermal management techniques
at different design abstraction levels. We further conduct a more specific survey on
power/thermal-aware scheduling techniques, which are closely related to our research
topic.
2.1 Real-time Computing and Scheduling
Real-time computing has become one of the most important problem areas in research
and design of computing systems. In this section, we discuss some of the key concepts
of real-time systems. Then, we briefly discuss some existing works on the real-time
scheduling policy, i.e. a critical problem in studying real-time systems.
2.1.1 What is Real-time Computing
A real-time system is the one that has to respond to an externally generated stimuli
within a finite and specified time period [98]. In a real-time system, time is critical
that needs to be managed carefully. The correctness of an operation depends not only
on the logical result but also on the time it is delivered. In a real-time system, failure
to respond can cause a degraded quality of service (QoS), or even a catastrophical
accident [98].
In order to understand the behaviors of real-time systems, it is necessary to develop
models of real-time activities and to study their characteristics.
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Periodic vs. Aperiodic
The real-time applications are consisting of a set of tasks. If the tasks are invoked at
a regular interval, they are referred as periodic tasks. That is, there is a continuous
and deterministic pattern of time intervals between requests of system resources. In
addition, a real-time periodic task must be completed by a specified deadline relative
to the time it is released. In contrast, aperiodic tasks refer to those who are only
triggered by the occurrences of certain events. They are used to model real-time
activities that request system resources during non-deterministic request periods.
There are ample examples exist in our everyday life, for both kinds of real-time
applications. The auto-pilot system on an aircraft is one typical example of periodic
real-time task. The onboard computer monitors a plane’s current altitude, speed,
position and other parameters on a periodic fashion. Then, based on the collected
data, control signals are sent to adjust the plane’s throttle, rudder, flap and etc.
Examples of aperiodic real-time tasks can be found in event-driven real-time systems,
from less sensitive applications, e.g. streaming media, satellite communication, to
timing-critical applications, e.g. pilot seat ejection and missile defense systems.
Hard Real-time vs. Soft Real-time
Hard real-time tasks require deterministic guarantee to meet all deadlines for every
instance, and the failure to meet even a single deadline can be catastrophic. Examples
of hard real-time tasks can be found in aviation control system and automobile’s
ABS. In contrast, soft real-time tasks allow for a statistical bound on the number
of deadline misses, which are neither desirable nor fatal. Examples of soft real-time
applications include media streaming in distributed systems and non-mission-critical
tasks in control systems. Similarly, a deadline is said to be firm if the result produced
by the corresponding task ceases to be useful as soon as the deadline expires. In other
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word, a late response has no value at all. Like the soft real-time tasks, firm real-time
tasks can tolerate some deadline misses.
2.1.2 Research on Real-time Scheduling
In previous subsection, we have briefly introduced several important concepts of real-
time computing. In this subsection, we discuss some of the existing works in real-time
computing.
Over the years, there are a great number of studies focused on real-time computing
related topics. These works have covered a large variety of applications including real-
time task scheduling, e.g. [68, 33, 85, 79, 93], real-time architecture, e.g. [97, 24, 106,
32], real-time operating system, e.g. [36, 109, 54, 45, 37], real-time communication,
e.g. [76, 123, 41, 82], and etc.
The real-time scheduling, among the above mentioned problem areas, is playing
a critical role in a real-time system. Given tasks with their timing information,
available system resources and design constraints, the real-time scheduling studies
how to determine when and where a task needs to be executed so that the required
design constraints, e.g. timing, are satisfied while some other design metrics, e.g.
energy consumption, are optimized.
For a task set, a schedule is said to be feasible if we can ensure that every single
task instance can be completed by its associated deadline. And a task set is called
schedulable if there exists at least one feasible schedule. The utilization associated
with a given task schedule and the available resource (e.g. CPU) is the fraction of
time that the resource is allocated over the time during which the scheduler is active.
Many scheduling algorithms have been proposed for a variety of task and processor
models. Based on the decision-making time, we have static scheduling and dynamic
scheduling, where static scheduling makes decision off-line, e.g. during compilation or
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synthesis time, whereas dynamic scheduling makes decision on-line, during the task
execution. Moreover, if at any time instant, only the task with the highest priority can
be executed, we call it preemptive scheduling, otherwise, non-preemptive scheduling.
We also have priority-driven and non-priority-driven scheduling where priority-driven
scheduling refers to the policy under which the task execution is dictated by its
assigned priority. For non-priority-driven scheduling, some other policies are needed,
such as round robin [5], to determine whether or not a task should start running. In
addition, depending on whether tasks are executed on a single processor or multiple
processors, we have single-processor and multi-processor scheduling.
Rate-monotonic (RM) policy and earliest deadline first (EDF) policy are two of
the most important single-processor, priority-driven, preemptive scheduling policies
[68]. They serve as the foundation of many other scheduling algorithms.
Rate Monotonic Under the fixed-priority rate monotonic scheduling algorithm,
tasks’ priorities are assigned based on their periods. It is shown by Liu and Layland
[68] that RM is the optimal among all fixed-priority scheduling policies. They have
proved that a feasible schedule can be found by using RM if the total utilization is
less than or equal to ln(2) (69.3%).
Earliest Deadline First The EDF is a preemptive, dynamic-priority scheduling
algorithm. Task’s priorities are assigned dynamically during run time. The task with
the least time remaining before its deadline acquires the highest priority and thus
executed before others. In fact, it is proved in [68] that if a task set is schedulable,
then EDF algorithm can schedule it. Due to its 100% utilization bound, EDF becomes
the underlying scheduling algorithm for a number of other scheduling techniques with
different design objective, such as the “low power EDF” algorithm proposed in [112].
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Figure 2.1: The illustration of dynamic power consumption in digital ICs
2.2 Power Reduction
In this section, we first introduce the sources of power consumption in DSM domain
digital integrated circuits. Then, we discuss a number of existing power reduction
techniques at different design levels.
2.2.1 Sources of Power Consumption in Digital Integrated Circuit
The power consumption in CMOS digital ICs, based on their sources, can be divided
into two categories: dynamic power and static power [92].
Dynamic Power Consumption
The dynamic power consumption, also known as capacitive power, or switching power
[92, 84], is associated with the switching of the logic value of a gate. As shown in
Figure 2.1, this part of power consumption is essential to performing useful logic
operation by charging and discharging the load capacitance.
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The value of the switching power can be estimated by [92]
Pswitching = αCLV
2
ddf, (2.1)
where α is the switching factor, which represents the number of state transitions
in one clock cycle, CL is the total load capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage level
and f is the clock frequency. As indicated by equation (2.1), the switching power is
in proportion to the square of the Vdd, the complexity of a logic gate, the working
frequency as well as the switching activity of a circuit.
Static Power Consumption
In contrast to the dynamic power, the static power is consumed due to the leakage
mechanism of a CMOS transistor and it does not contribute to any useful computa-
tion.
To understand how leakage current occurs, we first need to understand how a
transistor works. A transistor controls the flow of the current between two terminals,
e.g. source and drain. When the transistor is in “off” state, no current is allowed
to flow through the drain and the source terminal, because an insulating material,
e.g. channel, is placed in between. However, when the voltage level increases at the
gate terminal, the conductivity of the channel increases (“on” state), which allows
the normal flowing of current between the drain and the gate. The value at which
the gate’s voltage is high enough to turn “on” the transistor is called the threshold
voltage (Vt).
However, in an imperfect world, transistors are not built ideally. In other word,
even when the applied gate voltage of a transistor is below its Vt, there are still
different kinds of current leaking through.
As shown in Figure 2.2, based on the path of current flow, the leakage current
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can be further categorized into three parts [84], the junction leakage current, the gate
direct tunneling leakage current and the sub-threshold leakage current.
• The junction leakage is the current that flows from the source or drain to the
substrate through a reverse-biased diode when a transistor is in off state. This
part of leakage is determined by the physical property of a transistor.
• The gate direct tunneling leakage occurs from the gate terminal, through the
dielectric material, to the substrate. Its magnitude depends on the thickness of
the gate oxide material. With the introduction of high-k material, e.g. hafnium,
this gate direct tunneling leakage current can be effectively reduced without
sacrificing the circuit performance.
• The sub-threshold leakage is due to the diffusion current of the minority carriers
in the channel of a transistor. It flows directly from the drain to the source even
when a transistor is in off state. The sub-threshold leakage depends on the chip’s
temperature, Vt, supply voltage level as well as some other process dependent
technology constants.
At the current CMOS technology node, the sub-threshold leakage is much larger
than other leakage components [55], and thus, a great number of recent research
efforts are focusing on dealing with the sub-threshold leakage (with details provided
later).
2.2.2 Power Reduction Techniques
In this subsection, we introduce some of the most effective power reduction techniques,
targeting at both the dynamic and the leakage power.
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Dynamic Power Reduction Techniques
The dynamic power used to be the dominant component of the overall power con-
sumption. Early studies on power reduction techniques are mainly focusing on how
to reduce the dynamic power. A great number of techniques are proposed at different
design levels to tackle this problem.
Based on equation (2.1), the dynamic power consumption can be reduced from
the following aspects.
• Reducing the load capacitance: Since the physical capacitance depends on low-
level design parameters such as transistor sizes and wire lengths, we can reduce
the capacitance, for example, by reducing transistor sizes.
• Reducing the switching activity : It is important to devise techniques in this
category since the chip’s switching activity is intensified by the increasingly
complicated processor architecture. One intuitive method is to cut off the clock
signal from reaching those functional blocks that are not working.
• Reducing frequency : The dynamic power can be reduced by lowering the clock
frequency. However, this method can affect the system performance and does
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not help to reduce the energy consumption.
• Reducing supply voltage: Reducing the supply voltage is usually associated with
a proportional lowering of clock frequency. Therefore, this is the most effective
way to reduce dynamic power and theoretically, a linear scaling down of the
execution speed can achieve a cubic dynamic power consumption reduction.
With these facts in mind, a number of dynamic power reduction schemes are proposed
at the circuit, logic, architectural and system-level, including transistor sizing [58],
input reordering [80], logic gate restructuring [92, 107], clock gating [77] and dynamic
voltage scaling (DVS) [73].
Transistor sizing is a circuit-level approach that tries to determine the width of
a transistor so that the dynamic power consumption can be minimized without sac-
rificing the circuit performance. The size of the transistor affects its equivalent ca-
pacitance, which determines the dynamic power consumption (equation (2.1)). In
general, a larger transistor helps to reduce the logic gate’s delay, but consumes more
power and vice versa. Therefore, this technique can only be applied to those transis-
tors that are not on the critical path to avoid performance penalty. Algorithms for
applying this technique usually try to scale down the size of each transistor to be as
small as possible without violating its delay constraint.
Input reordering is another effective circuit-level method that rearranges the order
of transistors to minimize their switching activities. The guideline to implement this
technique is to place transistors closer to a circuits output, if they switch more fre-
quently, to prevent unnecessary switching activities of other transistors. This method
requires a profiling stage to determine how frequently different transistors are likely
to switch [107].
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Figure 2.3: Apply logic restructuring to reduce switching activity
Logic gate restructuring studies how to arrange logic gates and their input signals
to reduce switching activities. It works at the logic-level. An example of this method
is shown in Figure 2.3. In this example, by using two input AND gate, we have two
ways to build a four input AND gate, the chain structure (a), and the tree structure
(b). These two setups result in an identical logic function, but different switching
patterns. Assuming all primary input (A, B, C and D) have equal chance to be 1
and 0, then the possibility that the logic value at each gate’s output is calculated 1
and marked in Figure 2.3. In this example, the chain implementation has a lower
overall switching activity than the tree implementation for random inputs ( 7
64
< 3
16
)
when the glitching effects are ignored 2. The reason is that each gate in a chain has a
lower probability of having a 0-1 transition than its predecessor since the probability
depends on those of all its predecessors.
Clock gating, at the architectural-level, is one straightforward but effective method
1The transition probability of a logic gate can be calculated by N0·N1
22N
, where N is the number of
input. N0 and N1 are the number of zero entries and one entries in the output column of a gate’s
truth table, respectively [92].
2This is a simple example to demonstrate the influence of circuit topology on a circuit’s switching
activity when glitching effects are ignored. However, when the timing behavior are considered, tree
topology will have lower (or even no) glitching activity and less propagation delay than the tree
topology, since the signal paths are balanced to all the gates [92].
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to reduce a circuit’s switching activity. This technique simply disables the clock signal
of those components which are not currently in use. By applying the clock gating,
the switching activities of flip-flops within a component as well as the components
along the fanout data path can be reduced.
DVS, at the system-level, is one of the most effective methods to minimize the
dynamic power due to the convex relationship between the dynamic power and the
supply voltage level. For instance, the dynamic power consumption can be reduced
to one fourth of the original value if we decrease the supply voltage by half (assuming
the frequency is unchanged). The rationale behind this technique is to operate the
circuit “just fast enough”, so that the workload can be finished at the predefined
deadline or certain QoS can be guaranteed.
Static Power Reduction Techniques
Reducing the supply voltage, indeed, helps to minimize the dynamic power. It also
adversely affects the system performance. In fact, logic gates become less responsive
because the scaled Vdd weakens the driving current, which in turn increases the gate’s
propagation delay. Therefore, in order to prevent performance loss while at the same
time minimize dynamic power consumption, one has to scale down the threshold
voltage of a transistor simultaneously [92]. Unfortunately, the reduced transistor
threshold voltage significantly increases the leakage current. According to [84], every
100mv decrease of the threshold voltage results in a 10 times increase of the leakage
current. And this leakage mechanism is further exacerbated as the transistor feature
size continues to shrink.
A number of circuit and architecture-level leakage minimization techniques are
proposed. Such techniques include multiple-threshold voltage transistor [49, 25, 13,
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59, 95, 99], body bias control, dual-threshold voltage cells, and input vector control
[39, 44].
Multiple-threshold voltage transistor, also known as sleep transistor, is an effec-
tive way to reduce the leakage power when a circuit is in the standby state. According
to this method, all functional units are implemented by using low Vt transistors, which
are fast but leakage prone. Between functional units and the ground, a high Vt tran-
sistor, or sleep transistor is inserted. In the active state, the sleep transistor is turned
on to allow normal operation of a circuit. If functional units are in the standby state,
the sleep transistor is turned off to cut off the leakage current path to the ground.
Inserting high Vt sleep transistor, however, can degrade the circuit performance since
it reduces the magnitude of the driving current. Therefore, designers must carefully
adjust the size of the transistor to gain a balance between leakage reduction and cir-
cuit performance.
Body bias control is another concept to reduce the leakage during the idle state.
The key idea is to bias the source terminal of an “off” transistor in order to expo-
nentially reduce the leakage current of a device. Based on this method, a positive
bias voltage is applied during the standby state to the source terminal. By doing so,
the threshold voltage of a device is raised and as a result, the transistor is turned off
more strongly to reduce leakage current.
Dual-threshold voltage cells can be used to reduce the leakage power consump-
tion in the active mode. According to this method, a circuit is partitioned into
high and low threshold voltage gates. Low Vt transistors are implemented in critical
paths to maximize the performance while high Vt transistors are assigned to gates
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along non-critical paths to minimize the leakage current. A trade off between the
performance and the leakage reduction needs to be found. The effectiveness of leak-
age minimization can be reduced if there exist multiple critical paths, so that only
leaky, low Vt transistors can be implemented without sacrificing circuit’s performance.
Minimum leakage vector is based on the fact that the leakage current of a logic
gate is a strong function of its input value. As reported in [10], the ratio between the
maximum and the minimum leakage of a circuit can be as high as 6. The reason is
that the input values affect the number of “off” transistors in a logic gate. There are
certain input patterns exist that can maximize the effective resistance between the
VDD and the ground, and as a result, minimize the leakage current.
As we can see, the aforementioned low-level techniques are effective to reduce
the leakage. However, leakage current varies not only with the logic topology and
transistor parameters such as gate length, oxide thickness and threshold voltage, but
also with the supply voltage and the operating temperature. This presents a unique
advantage and opportunity for dealing with the leakage problem at the system-level.
2.3 Thermal Management
In previous section, we introduced the sources of power consumption in digital ICs
as well as some state-of-the-art technologies to reduce both the dynamic and leakage
power consumption. As we know that the exponentially increased power has directly
translated into high temperature, which negatively affects a system’s cost, perfor-
mance and reliability. Therefore, as the semiconductor technology continues to scale,
the thermal issue is becoming a critical problem to be studied. In this section, we in-
troduce the background of the thermal-aware design. We first discuss the importance
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of thermal management. Then, we introduce a number of existing works in this area.
2.3.1 The Need for Thermal Management
The aggressive semiconductor technology scaling has been pushing the device feature
size into the deep sub-micron region. As a result, the chip power density has been
doubled every two to three years [4, 19, 101]. One immediate consequence of this ele-
vated power consumption is the exponentially raised heat density. As we introduced
in Chapter 1 that high temperature can adversely affect the computing system in
various ways. Without proper solutions, the high-temperature issue may threaten to
slow down the advancement of the entire semiconductor industry.
Although the high system temperature results from the high power consumption,
a low power or power-aware design technique alone, cannot be directly applied to
solve the thermal-aware design problem [101]. As evidenced in [101], one effective
low-power technique may have little or no effect on operating temperature due to the
spatial and temporal non-uniformity of the power density and hotspot. Therefore,
thermal management and power management are closely related but distinctly differ-
ent problem areas. And thermal management techniques, at every design levels, are
worth to be investigated and urgently needed.
2.3.2 Thermal-Aware Design Techniques
In this subsection, a number of existing works related to thermal-aware design, at
different design abstraction levels are introduced.
Packaging-Level Approach
Early research on thermal-aware design techniques are mainly targeting at the packaging-
level. These works include but not limited to the study on how to design thermal
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package with high heat-removal capability, high-performance fan, advanced thermal
conducting materials, circuit board arrangement and etc. Conventionally, thermal
packages are designed for worst-case scenarios to sustain the hottest spot a chip
could reach.
However, as the chip power as well as the heat density continue to increase expo-
nentially, processor packages are prohibitively expensive to be designed for worst-case
scenarios. Instead, it has been suggested [22, 46] that the package should be designed
for the average-case to reduce the packaging cost. If the heat dissipated by a processor
when running an application exceeds the heat-removing capacity that the package can
provide, some alternative dynamic thermal management (DTM) mechanisms should
be engaged. Therefore, thermal-aware design techniques at architectural and system-
levels, have been intensively studied in recent years.
Circuit-Level Leakage/Temperature Modeling
As we mentioned earlier, the leakage/temperature dependency plays an important
role in the development of power and thermal-aware design techniques. Therefore,
one of the most important topics in this field, is to investigate in depth, how exactly
leakage and temperature interact with each other.
Based on the circuit-level analysis, a complex relationship between the leakage
and temperature is established by [65, 120], where the leakage current is formulated
as
Ileak = Is · (A · T 2 · e((α·Vdd+β)/T ) + B · e(γ·Vdd+δ)), (2.2)
where Is is the leakage current at certain reference temperature and supply voltage, T
is the operating temperature, Vdd is the supply voltage, A,B, α, β, γ, δ are empirically
determined technology constants. By using these relations, many practical power and
thermal analysis tools are developed, for example “HotSpot” [8, 101], which can be
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used to simulate and study a processor’s thermal phenomena at the architectural-
level.
Architectural-Level Thermal Modeling
By using the well known duality between the heat transfer and the electrical current
flow (as shown in Table 2.1), Skadron et al. [8, 101] proposed an architectural-level
thermal analysis tool called “Hotspot”.
Table 2.1: Duality between thermal and electrical quantities
Thermal Quantity Electrical Quantity
Power consumption: P (W ) Current flow: I (A)
Temperature: T (oC) Voltage: V (V )
Thermal resistance: R (oC/W ) Electrical resistance: R (Ω)
Thermal capacitance: C (J/oC) Electrical capacitance: C (F )
Given the floorplan of the functional units within a processor as well as some
other physical properties, such as dimensions and materials, “Hotspot” can generate
a three dimensional RC network to model the heat transfer (Figure 2.4 (adopted
from [101])). Each functional unit on the chip is represented by one or more nodes
within the RC network. Based on this RC network and basic circuit laws, a differential
equation system can be established. In these equations, R and C are constants, which
represent the physical characteristics of the chip, e.g. the thermal resistance and the
thermal conductance. Current sources are used to model the power consumption of
a given functional unit. The unknowns of these equations are the node voltages,
which denote the temperature values of those corresponding locations. Then, if the
power profile (current change) when running an application is given, by solving the
differential equations, the corresponding temperature variation (voltage change) can
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be obtained.
Figure 2.4: Using RC network to model a processor’s heat transfer [101]
According to [101], an effective architecture-level thermal model must be simple
enough to allow architects to reason about thermal effects; detailed enough to model
dynamic temperature change within different functional units; and computationally
efficient for use in a variety of architecture simulators. “Hotspot” is one of such
tools and has already become the most popular one that has been widely used in the
research and development of power/thermal-aware design techniques.
Architectural-Level Approaches
Dynamic thermal management refers to a range of possible hardware and software
strategies which work dynamically, at run-time, to control the operating temperature
of a chip [22]. At the architectural-level, a number of DTM approaches are proposed
recently, such as task migration [67], global clock gating [46], fetch toggling [22] and
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decode throttling [101].
Task migration proposes to modify the architecture and the floorplan of a processor
and add spare functional units to some cold areas of a chip. When thermal emergency
occurs at the primary unit, the task execution can be migrated to a spare unit. One
important trade-off needs to be considered that hot units tend to run even hotter
when adjacent whereas they introduce additional communication latency if too far
away. The dual-pipeline processor proposed in [67] could be considered as one ex-
ample of migrating computation. However, in this scheme, the secondary pipeline
is not designed for high-performance. Therefore, considerable performance losses are
expected in the case of thermal emergency.
Clock gating is a widely used technology that cuts off the clock signal when the
temperature exceeds a predefined threshold and allows normal operation when the
temperature drops down.
Fetch toggling is similar to clock gating method. Instead of cutting off the clock sig-
nal, it throttles the instruction cache when the temperature emergency is detected.
This method can effectively reduce the processor’s fetch bandwidth and thus cool
down the temperature.
These architectural-level DTM techniques introduced above are proved to be effec-
tive to maintain the processor’s temperature under a predefined threshold [101, 22].
However, they are reactive in nature. These mechanisms are triggered whenever the
system temperature reaches a predefined limit. Therefore, unexpected performance
penalty can be incurred by different degrees as we turn off, slow down or migrate the
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task execution in between the functional units. As a result, these techniques can only
be applied for applications without hard deadlines.
2.4 Power/Thermal-Aware Scheduling
At the system-level, speed scheduling studies the problem on how to apply advanced
DVS and DPD mechanism to dynamically adjust the speed level, e.g. clock frequency
and supply voltage, of a processor when executing a set of real-time tasks so that the
workload completion can be guaranteed while some other design metrics are achieved.
Working at the system-level, a unique advantage is that it has the knowledge of both
the characteristics of the applications and the availability of the hardware resources.
Therefore, it is considered as one of the most effective power and thermal management
techniques.
Early research on speed scheduling problem are mainly focused on reducing the
dynamic power and energy, i.e. the predominant component of the overall power
and energy consumption. By taking advantage of the convex relationship between
the dynamic power and supply voltage, a number of methods (e.g. [64, 112]) were
proposed to lower down the processor’s supply voltage and working frequency. The
processor speed is reduced to a minimum so that the workload can be finished just
before the “deadline”.
As the leakage becomes more prominent, it is no longer optimal to use all the
timing slack and bring the speed down to the minimum simply because the saved
dynamic energy might be overweighed by the increased leakage. With this fact in
mind, a few techniques are proposed to minimize the overall energy. For example,
Jejurikar et al. [57] proposed a scheduling technique, based on the so called critical
speed to balance the dynamic and leakage energy consumption, with the goal to
minimize the overall energy consumption. These approaches (e.g. [30, 57]) assume
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that the leakage current is constant. However, as semiconductor technology ventures
into the DSM domain, the leakage/temperature dependency becomes too significant
to be ignored. As shown in [51], a power/thermal-aware design technique simply
becomes ineffective if the interdependence of leakage and temperature is not properly
addressed.
Recently, by taking into consideration the critical leakage/temperature depen-
dency, a great number of literature are published on solving the power/thermal-aware
scheduling problems. Different criteria can be used to sort these existing works into
categories. For example, based on the target platforms, we have techniques proposed
for single-core [110, 119], multi-core [47, 48], or even 3D multi-core platforms [71, 121].
Based on the task models, we have tasks with stochastic [70] or deterministic work-
load [27, 118]. Based on the timing requirement, we have soft real-time [116] or hard
real-time scheduling [28, 110]. We also have on-line approaches [116, 75] and off-line
approaches [52, 119] depending on during which stage the scheduling decisions are
made. Based on the design objectives, there are methods proposed for temperature
minimization under the timing constraint [28, 56], energy minimization under the
timing or temperature constraint [116, 16] or throughput maximization under the
peak temperature constraint [27, 118].
In this dissertation, we are interested in the problem of developing scheduling al-
gorithms for single-core platform, hard real-time system with deterministic workload,
to achieve various design objective, e.g. (i) temperature minimization, (ii) energy
minimization and (iii) throughput maximization.
In what follows, we introduce our system models in Chapter 3. The temperature
minimization, energy reduction and throughput maximization scheduling problems
are tackled one by one from Chapter 4 to 6. Finally, we conclude this dissertation in
Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM-LEVEL POWER AND THERMAL MODELS
To study the power/thermal-aware scheduling problem, the first priority is to effec-
tively model the power consumption and thermal behavior of a system. As discussed
before, one key aspect of system modeling is to capture the interdependency between
the leakage power and the temperature. While previous circuit-level research results
can capture the leakage/temperature dependency accurately, they are too complex
and thus ineffective in high-level, e.g. system-level, design and analysis.
In this chapter, we present a set of system-level models we used throughout
this dissertation. Specifically, we study a large spectrum of leakage power models
that are able to account for the leakage/temperature dependency, and at the same
time, are simple enough and suitable for system-level design. We analyze and com-
pare the trade-off between the complexity and accuracy of these models empirically.
Our experimental results strengthen the important role that the leakage power con-
sumption plays in the electronic system design as the transistor size continues to
shrink. More importantly, our results highlight the fact that it is vital to take the
leakage/temperature and leakage/supply voltage dependency into considerations for
system-level power/thermal-aware design.
3.1 Preliminaries
For system-level thermal analysis, we adopt the widely used RC thermal model to
capture the temperature dynamic of a processor (e.g. [15, 31, 90, 118]). Based on the
circuit depicted in Figure 3.1, we have
RC
dT (t)
dt
+ T (t)−RP (t) = Tamb, (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: System-level thermal model for single core processor
where Tamb is the ambient temperature, P (t) denotes the power consumption (in
Watt) at time t, and R, C denote the thermal resistance (in oC/W ) and thermal
capacitance (in J/oC), respectively. By scaling T such that Tamb is zero, we have
dT (t)
dt
= aP (t)− bT (t), (3.2)
where a = 1/C and b = 1/RC.
Assuming that all processor running modes are safe and do not cause processor
temperature to “run away”, i.e. the scenario when the processor temperature in-
creases indefinitely, the temperature becomes gradually stable if the processor runs
in one mode long enough. Consider the processor’s thermal steady state, we have
dT (t)
dt
→ 0. (3.3)
As a result, from equation (3.2), when the processor temperature becomes stable
at Tmax, we have
aP (v)− bTmax(v) = 0, (3.4)
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or
4Tmax(v) = a
b
4 P (v). (3.5)
Equation (3.5) shows the relationship between the estimation error of the stable
temperature and overall power consumption. As an example, for the conventional air
cooling option, we have Rth = 0.8oC/W and Cth = 340J/oC [101], and thus we have
4Tmax(v) = 0.84 P (v). (3.6)
From equation (3.6), to ensure an accurate thermal analysis result, we need to
model the processor power consumption accurately.
The processor considered in this research is assumed to be able to run in n different
modes, with each mode characterized by (vi, fi), i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1, where vi is the
supply voltage and fi is the working frequency in mode i
1. We assume that vi < vj,
if i < j. We also assume that the processor speed is in proportion to the supply
voltage. In what follows, we use processor speed and supply voltage interchangeably.
Given a supply voltage level v, the processor power consumption is composed of
two parts, i.e. dynamic Pdyn and leakage Pleak,
P = Pdyn + Pleak. (3.7)
The dynamic power consumption is independent to the temperature and can be for-
mulated as Pdyn = Cloadfv
2
k, where Cload is the equivalent parasitic capacitance, f is
the clock frequency and v is the supply voltage. Since the working frequency is in
proportion to the supply voltage level, we can further assume that Pdyn = C2v
3
k [92],
where vk is the kth supply voltage level and C2 is a constant.
1In this research, we only consider n distinctive supply voltage and frequency pairs. The scenarios
that one supply voltage level supports different frequencies or one frequency runs under different
supply voltages are not considered.
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The leakage power consumption, on the other hand, depends on temperature and
can be formulated as:
Pleak = Ngate · Ileak · vdd, (3.8)
where Ngate represents the number of gates, vdd is the voltage level, and Ileak is the
leakage current. Ileak varies with both temperature and supply voltage and can be
calculated by using equation (2.2). While using equation (2.2) can accurately estimate
the leakage current, with relative error less than 1% [65], it is too complicated to be
used for high level system analysis due to its high-order and exponential terms. Liu
et al. [72] found that using the linear approximation can estimate the leakage with
a reasonably good accuracy, i.e. with error within 1% using the piece-wise linear
function or less than 5.5% using single linear function.
In what follows, we derive six different linear leakage models, and study the com-
plexity/accuracy trade-off in power and thermal-aware system-level analysis.
3.2 Linear Leakage/Tempearture Models
Since leakage power consumption depends on both temperature and supply voltage,
a general polynomial model to simplify the leakage/temperature dependency can be
formulated as
Pleak = C0 + C1T + C2vdd + C3Tvdd, (3.9)
where C0, C1, C2, C3 are constants. In this section, we develop six leakage models,
Model 1 to Model 6, based on equation (3.9), to simplify the leakage/temperature
relationship.
Note that the leakage model, described in equation (3.9), is one of the linear-
approximated leakage models. However, the methodology we used to determine the
constants of a linear model is based on the first-order polynomial curve fitting, which
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produces two coefficients to describe a single line. By using this method, we are
unable to determine the appropriate values of the four constants in equation (3.9).
And thus, we cannot really take advantage of the additional coefficients provided by
equation (3.9) to further improve the accuracy of the linear approximation. Therefore,
we exclude equation (3.9) from our leakage model comparison.
• Model 1 can be formulated as follows:
Pleak(i) = C0, (3.10)
where Pleak(i) denotes the leakage power consumption with processor running in
mode i. In this model, the leakage power is assumed to be constant, and depends
on neither temperature nor supply voltage. This is the simplest leakage model.
• Model 2 can be formulated in equation (3.11), that
Pleak(i) = C0 + C1T. (3.11)
This model assumes that the leakage power varies with temperature linearly but
not with supply voltage. This model is adopted in a number of recent studies
such as [31].
• Model 3 is formulated in equation (3.12).
Pleak(i) = C0(i)vi. (3.12)
In contrast to Model 2, this model assumes that the leakage power changes
linearly with supply voltage but not with temperature.
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• Model 4 is formulated in equation (3.13), that
Pleak(i) = C0(i)vi + C1T. (3.13)
This model improves upon Model 2 and Model 3 by assuming that the leakage
power varies not only with supply voltage but also with temperature. Note
that, C1 in equation (3.13) is a constant independent of supply voltage levels,
e.g. i. Therefore, the leakage power consumption estimated based on equation
(3.13) increases at the same rate with respect to temperature, regardless of the
processor running mode.
• Model 5 also assumes that the leakage power consumption varies with both
temperature and supply voltage, as formulated in equation (3.14):
Pleak(i) = (C0(i) + C1(i)T )vi. (3.14)
This model is first proposed in [90]. The difference between Model 4 and Model
5 is that Model 5 assumes the leakage power varies at different rates with tem-
perature based on different supply voltages, while Model 4 assumes a uniform
rate.
• Model 6 uses a piece-wise linear function rather than a single linear function
to approximate the leakage/temperature relationship, as formulated in equation
(3.15),
Pleak(i) =
 (C00(i) + C10(i)T )vi, T ≤ Tz(C01(i) + C11(i)T )vi T > Tz (3.15)
Specifically, equation (3.15) adopts a piece-wise linear function consisting of two
linear functions, with Tz as the conjunction point. When the temperature is
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lower than Tz, the first linear function is used to estimate the leakage power
consumption, or the second one otherwise.
For the sake of comparison, we call the leakage model described by equation (2.2)
as Model 0. Table 3.1 summarizes all seven leakage models. It is not difficult to see
from Table 3.1 that, while different leakage models (i.e. Model 1 to Model 6) have dif-
ferent complexities, they all have greatly simplified the complex leakage/temperature
relationship as described in Model 0 and hence more suitable for system-level analysis.
The question now becomes how accurate these models are when used for leakage
power estimation at the system-level, and how effective they can be in system-level
design of power and thermal management techniques. It is difficult to compare the
accuracy of these models since the constants in Table 3.1 are obtained through curve-
fitting methods rather than from certain analytical formulas. In the next section, we
launched a series of experiments to answer these questions.
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3.3 Performance Evaluation of Different Leakage Models
We conducted two sets of experiments to validate the leakage models introduced
above. In the first set of experiments, we compared the leakage power consumptions
at different temperatures and different supply voltages by using different models, i.e.
Model 1 to Model 6. By using Model 0 as the baseline model, we compared the
average and maximal estimation errors achieved by different linear leakage models.
This set of experiments help to identify the accuracy of each linear leakage model.
To study how a proposed leakage model may impact on the system-level power and
thermal analysis, we launched the second set of experiments, in which we compared
the peak temperature estimated by different leakage models for a processor running
with a single processor speed.
3.3.1 Experiment Setup
In our experiments, we built our processor model based on the technical parameters
drawn from the 65nm IC technology [65]. We assume that the supply voltage can
change from 0.6v to 1.3v with step size of 0.05v, and thus the processor can work in
total k = 15 modes.
We set the frequency for each mode according to the formula [65]
f =
1
delay
=
(Vdd − vt)µ
VddT η
× 4.2824× 1014, (3.16)
with µ = 1.19, η = 1.2 and T is set to the highest temperature as 100oC, and then
normalize the frequency to the highest one. The number of gates, i.e. NGate in
equation (3.8), is set to 1× 106.
For the thermal constants, we selected Rth = 0.8K/W , Cth = 340J/K, and the
ambient temperature was set to 25oC [102].
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Fig. 1. Estimated Leakage power consumption by different leakage models under different temperature and supply voltage.
TABLE III
THE ABSOLUTE (AEE) AND RELATIVE (REE) ESTIMATION ERRORS OF
PEAK TEMPERATURE BY DIFFERENT LEAKAGE MODELS.
Model # M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 M 6
AEE(Avg) 15oC 14oC 9oC 3.6oC 1.19 oC 0.57oC
AEE(Max) 59oC 47oC 16oC 6oC 1.8 oC 0.9oC
REE(Avg) 18% 27% 6.6% 3.4% 2.9% 1.5%
REE(Max) 50% 40% 16% 11% 4.8% 2.4%
C. Peak temperature estimations
To study how different leakage models may affect the ther-
mal aware system level analysis, we conducted the second set
of experiments. We simulated the scenario when the processor
runs at a constant speed long enough until its temperature
becomes stable (i.e. temperature variance within 0.0010C).
We collected the peak temperatures estimated based on each
model for different supply voltages. The results are depicted in
Figure 2. Similarly, we collected the absolute estimation error
(AEE) and relative estimation error (REE) for each model
and ﬁlled in Table III.
As we can see in Figure 2, the peak temperature calculated
based on different leakage models demonstrates dramatic
differences. When modeling the leakage as a constant, Model
1 can lead to a temperature discrepancy of 15oC in average,
and as much as 59oC. Even though Model 2 and Model 3
take into account the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage, respectively, the peak temperature discrepancies are
still 14oC and 9oC in average, and can be as higher as 47oC
and 16oC, respectively. It is reported that 10oC increase in
temperature can result in 50% reduction in the component’s
life span [7]. Therefore, the large error margins by Model 1,
Model 2, and Model 3, seem to make them inappropriate in
system level thermal analysis. On the other hand, the estimated
peak temperatures based on Model 4, 5, and 6 match that by
Model 0 much closer, as shown in Figure 2. The absolute error
by Model 4 is 3.6oC in average, and 6oC at most. The results
by Model 5 and Model 6 are very close to Model 0, with
less than 1.8oC of absolute error. Our experimental results
strengthen the critical role that the leakage power plays in
the system level analysis. These results also highlight the fact
that, in deep sub micron domain, it is not only important but
necessary to take the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage dependency into considerations for high level power
and thermal aware system level design.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The exponentially increased power consumption has im-
posed tremendous challenges on both power conservation
and heat management problems. When dealing with both
problems, the leakage power plays a critical role as the
transistor size continues to decrease. High power consumption
causes high temperature, which increases leakage power and
subsequently the overall power consumption. This positive
feedback loop between the leakage and temperature must be
addressed properly in high quality electronic system design.
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Fig. 1. Estimated Leakage power consumption by different leakage models under different temperature and supply voltage.
TABLE III
THE ABSOLUTE (AEE) AND RELATIVE (REE) ESTIMATION ERRORS OF
PEAK TEMPERATURE BY DIFFERENT LEAKAGE MODELS.
Model # M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 M 6
AEE(Avg) 15oC 14oC 9oC 3.6oC 1.19 oC 0.57oC
AEE(Max) 59oC 47oC 16oC 6oC 1.8 oC 0.9oC
REE(Avg) 18% 27% 6.6% 3.4% 2.9% 1.5%
REE(Max) 50% 40% 16% 11% 4.8% 2.4%
C. Peak temperature estimations
To study how different leakage models may affect the ther-
mal aware system level analysis, we conducted the second set
of experiments. We simulated the scenario when the processor
runs at a constant speed long enough until its temperature
becomes stable (i.e. temperature variance within 0.0010C).
We collected the peak temperatures estimated based on each
model for different supply voltages. The results are depicted in
Figure 2. Similarly, we collected the absolute estimation error
(AEE) and relative estimation error (REE) for each model
and ﬁlled in Table III.
As we can see in Figure 2, the peak temperature calculated
based on different leakage models demonstrates dramatic
differences. When modeling the leakage as a constant, Model
1 can lead to a temperature discrepancy of 15oC in average,
and as much as 59oC. Even though Model 2 and Model 3
take into account the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage, respectively, the peak temperature discrepancies are
still 14oC and 9oC in average, and can be as higher as 47oC
and 16oC, respectively. It is reported that 10oC increase in
temperature can result in 50% reduction in the component’s
life span [7]. Therefore, the large error margins by Model 1,
Model 2, and Model 3, seem to make them inappropriate in
system level thermal analysis. On the other hand, the estimated
peak temperatures based on Model 4, 5, and 6 match that by
Model 0 much closer, as shown in Figure 2. The absolute error
by Model 4 is 3.6oC in average, and 6oC at most. The results
by Model 5 and Model 6 are very close to Model 0, with
less than 1.8oC of absolute error. Our experimental results
strengthen the critical role that the leakage power plays in
the system level analysis. These results also highlight the fact
that, in deep sub micron domain, it is not only important but
necessary to take the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage dependency into considerations for high level power
and thermal aware system level design.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The exponentially increased power consumption has im-
posed tremendous challenges on both power conservation
and heat management problems. When dealing with both
problems, the leakage power plays a critical role as the
transistor size continues to decrease. High power consumption
causes high temperature, which increases leakage power and
subsequently the overall power consumption. This positive
feedback loop between the leakage and temperature must be
addressed properly in high quality electronic system design.
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Fig. 1. Estimated Leakage power consumption by different leakage models under different temperature and supply voltage.
TABLE III
THE ABSOLUTE (AEE) AND RELATIVE (REE) ESTIMATION ERRORS OF
PEAK TEMPERATURE BY DIFFERENT LEAKAGE MODELS.
Model # M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 M 6
AEE(Avg) 15oC 14oC 9oC 3.6oC 1.19 oC 0.57oC
AEE(Max) 59oC 47oC 16oC 6oC 1.8 oC 0.9oC
REE(Avg) 18% 27% 6.6% 3.4% 2.9% 1.5%
REE(Max) 50% 40% 16% 11% 4.8% 2.4%
C. Peak temperature estima ions
To study how different leakage models may affect the ther-
mal aware system level analysis, we conducted the second set
of experiments. We simulated the scenario when the processor
runs at a constant speed long enough until its temperature
becomes stable (i.e. temperature variance within 0.0010C).
We collected the peak temperatures estimated based on each
model for different supply voltages. The results are depicted in
Figure 2. Similarly, we collected the absolute estimation error
(AEE) and relative estimation error (REE) for each model
and ﬁ led in Table III.
As we can see in Figure 2, the peak temperature calculated
based on different leakage models demonstrates dramatic
differences. When modeling the leakage as a constant, Model
1 can lead to a temperature discrepancy of 15oC in average,
and as much as 59oC. Even though Model 2 and Model 3
take into account the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage, respectively, the peak temperature discrepancies are
still 14oC and 9o in average, and can be as higher as 47oC
and 16oC, respectively. It is reported that 10oC increase in
temp rature can result in 50% reduction in the component’s
life span [7]. Therefore, the large error margins by Model 1,
Model 2, and Model 3, seem to make them inappropriate in
system l v l thermal analysis. On the other hand, the estimated
peak temperatures based on Model 4, 5, and 6 match that by
Mod l 0 m ch closer, as shown in Figure 2. The absolute error
by Model 4 is 3.6oC in average, and 6oC at most. The results
by Model 5 and Model 6 are very close to Model 0, with
less than 1.8oC of absolute error. Our experimental results
strength n the critical role that the leakage power plays in
the system level nalysis. These results also highlight the fact
that, in deep sub micron domain, it is not only important but
necessary to take the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage dependency into considerations for high level power
and thermal aware system level design.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The exponentially increased power consumption has im-
posed tremendous challenges on both power conservation
and heat management problems. When dealing with both
problems, the leakage power plays a critical role as the
transistor size continues to decrease. High power consumption
causes high temperature, which increases leakage power and
subsequently the overall power consumption. This positive
feedback loop between the leakage and temperature must be
addressed properly in high quality electronic system design.
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Fig. 1. Estimated Leakage power consumption by different leakage models under different temperature and supply voltage.
TABLE III
THE ABSOLUTE (AEE) AND RELATIVE (REE) ESTIMATION ERRORS OF
PEAK TEMPERATURE BY DIFFERENT LEAKAGE MODELS.
Model # M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 M 6
AEE(Avg) 15oC 14oC 9oC 3.6oC 1.19 oC 0.57oC
AEE(Max) 59oC 47oC 16oC 6oC 1.8 oC 0.9oC
REE(Avg) 18% 27% 6.6% 3.4% 2.9% 1.5%
REE(Max) 50% 40% 16% 11% 4.8% 2.4%
C. Peak temperature estimations
To study how different leakage models m y aff ct the t r-
mal aware system level anal sis, we conducted the s cond set
of experiments. We simul ted the scenario whe the processor
runs at a constant speed long en ugh until its temperature
becomes stable (i.e. temperature varia e within 0.0010C).
We collected the peak temperatures estimated based on ach
model for different supply voltages. The results are depicted in
Figure 2. Similarly, we collected the absolute estimation error
(AEE) and relative estimation error (REE) for each model
and ﬁlled in Table III.
As we can see in Figure 2, the peak temperature calculated
based on different leakage models demonstrates dramatic
differences. When modeling the leakage as a constant, Model
1 can lead to a temperature discrepancy of 15oC in average,
and as much as 59oC. Even though Model 2 and Model 3
take into account the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage, respectively, the peak temperature discrepancies are
still 14oC and 9oC in average, and can be as higher as 47oC
and 16oC, respectively. It is reported that 10oC increase in
temperature can result in 50% reduction in the component’s
life span [7]. Therefore, the large error margins by Model 1,
Model 2, and Model 3, seem to make them inappropriate in
system level thermal analysis. On the other hand, the estimated
peak temperatures based on Model 4, 5, and 6 match that by
Model 0 much closer, as shown in Figure 2. The absolute error
by Model 4 is 3.6oC in average, and 6oC at most. The results
by Model 5 and Model 6 are very close to Model 0, with
less than 1.8oC of absolute error. Our experimental results
strengthen the critical role that the leakage power plays in
the system level analysis. These results also highlight the fact
that, in deep sub micron domain, it is not only important but
necessary to take the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage dependency into considerations for high level power
and thermal aware system level design.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The exponentially increased power consumption has im-
posed tremendous challenges on both power conservation
and heat management problems. When dealing with both
problems, the leakage power plays a critical role as the
transistor size continues to decrease. High power consumption
causes high temperature, which increases leakage power and
subsequently the overall power consumption. This positive
feedback loop between the leakage and temperature must be
addressed properly in high quality electronic system design.
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Fig. 1. Estimated Le kage power consumption by different leakage models un r different temperature and supply voltage.
TABLE III
THE ABSOLUTE (AEE) ND RELATIV (RE ) ESTIMATION ERRORS OF
PEAK TEMPERATURE BY DIFFERENT LEAKAG MODELS.
Model # M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 M 6
AEE(Avg) 15oC 14oC 9oC 3.6oC 1.19 oC 0.57oC
AEE(Max) 59oC 47oC 16oC 6oC 1.8 oC 0.9oC
REE(Avg) 18% 27% 6.6% 3.4% 2.9% 1.5%
REE(Max) 50% 40% 16% 11% 4.8% 2.4%
C. Peak temperatur estimations
To study how different leakag mod ls may affect the ther-
mal aware system level analysis, we condu ted the second set
of experiments. We imulated the scenario when the proc ssor
runs at a constant peed long enough until its temperatur
becomes stable (i.e. temperatur variance within 0.0010C).
We collected the peak temperatur s estimated based on each
model f r different supply voltages. Th results are depicted in
Figure 2. Similarly, we collected the absolute estimation err r
(AEE) and relative estimation err r (REE) for each model
and ﬁlle in Table III.
As we can see in Figure 2, the peak temperatur calculated
based on different leakage models emonstrates dramatic
differences. When modeling the leakage as a constant, Model
1 can lead to a temperature discrepancy of 15oC in average,
and as much as 59oC. Even though Model 2 and Model 3
take into account the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply
voltage, respectively, the peak temperature discrepancies are
still 14oC and 9oC in average, and c be as higher as 47oC
and 16oC, respectively. It is reported that 10oC increase in
temperatur can result in 50% reduction in the component’s
life span [7]. Therefor , the larg error margins by Model 1,
Model 2, and Mo el 3, seem to ake them inappropriate in
system level thermal analysis. On the other hand, the es imated
peak temperatur s based on M del 4, 5, and 6 match that by
Model 0 much closer, as shown in Figure 2. The absolute error
by Mod l 4 is 3.6oC in aver ge, and 6oC at mos . The results
by Model 5 and Mo el 6 are ve y close t Model 0, with
less than 1.8oC of absolute error. Ou experimental results
strength t critical role that the leakag power plays in
the syst m level analysis. These results also highlight the fact
that, in deep sub micron domain, it s not o ly important but
necessary to take the leakag /temperatur nd leakag /supply
voltage dep n ncy into considerations f r high level power
and thermal aw re syst m level design.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The expon ntially increased power consumption has im-
posed tremendous challenges on b th p wer conservation
and heat management problems. When dealing with bot
problems, the leakage power plays a critical role as the
transistor size continues to decrease. High power consumption
causes high temperature, which increases leakage power and
subsequently the overall power consumption. This positive
feedback loop between the leakage and temperature must be
addressed properly in high quality electronic system design.
(f) Mo
Figu e 3.2: Estimat d leakage power consumption by different leakage models u der
different temperature and supply voltage.
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Table 3.2: Technical parameters of the circuit-level leakage model based on the 65nm
IC technology
Ileak = Is · (A · T 2 · e((α·Vdd+β)/T ) + B · e(γ·Vdd+δ))
A 1.1432e-12
B 1.0126e-14
α 466.4029
β -1224.74
γ 6.28153
δ 6.9094
The six leakage power models discussed in Section 3 were constructed. The con-
stants in each models were determined based on the leakage power consumption cal-
culated by using Model 0, at different temperatures (from 40 oC to 110 oC with step
size of 5oC) and supply voltage levels. The parameters we used in Model 0 is based
on the data reported in [65] (as shown in Table 3.2). In Model 1, the constant C0 is
set as the leakage power at the ambient temperature. To obtain the constants C0 and
C1 in Model 2, we first used linear approximation for leakage power consumption at
each supply voltage vi and obtained a pair of parameters of C0(i) and C1(i). We then
took the average value as the C0 and C1. The constants in Model 3, 4 and 5 were de-
termined by linear approximation methods based on the leakage power consumption
at different temperature values and different supply voltage levels. In Model 7, we
picked the middle point, Tz = 75oC, as the conjunction temperature. We then used
curve-fitting to determine the corresponding constants in equation (3.15).
3.3.2 Leakage Power Estimation
In the first set of experiments, we collected the estimated leakage power consumptions
by each model at different supply voltages and temperatures. We used these results to
compare with those achieved by Model 0, as plotted in Figure 3.2. In the meantime,
we also collected the absolute estimation error (AEE) and relative estimation error
(REE) of each model, with the average and maximal values summarized in Table 3.3.
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Specifically, the absolute error (i.e. AEE(Mi)) and relative error (i.e. REE(Mi)) are
defined as follows:
AEE(Mi) = |Pleak[Mi]− Pleak[M0]| , (3.17)
REE(Mi) =
AEE(Mi)
Pleak[M0]
, (3.18)
where Pleak[Mi] is the leakage power calculated by using Model i. The average and
maximal values in Table 3.3 were obtained among all k different running modes. That
is,
AEE(Avg) =
∑k
i=1AEE(Mi)
k
(3.19)
AEE(Max) =
k
max
i=1
AEE(Mi) (3.20)
Table 3.3: The absolute (AEE) and relative (REE) estimation errors of leakage
power consumption by different leakage models.
Model # M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6
AEE(Avg) 28.6 16.1 7.5 1.4 0.24 0.06
AEE(Max) 81 60 27.6 7 0.84 0.2
REE(Avg) 55% 99% 33% 9.5% 1.3% 0.3%
REE(Max) 200% 450% 67% 65% 7.0% 1.5%
From Figure 3.2 and Table 3.3, we can see that leakage models without considering
the leakage/temperature dependency or the leakage/supply voltage dependency can
lead to significant errors. As illustrated in Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b), Model 1 and
2 intend to estimate leakage power consumption by using one single line instead
of a group of lines, as other models, and thus cause large estimation errors. Even
though Model 3 takes the leakage/supply voltage dependency into account, it ignores
the leakage/temperature dependency. The estimation errors are still substantial.
Therefore, these three models can be applied only when the supply voltages and
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temperature vary within a relatively small range. For example, when we limited the
processor supply voltage range between [1.05, 1.1]V , the maximum REE by model 3
can be cut to less than 8%.
When considering both temperature and supply voltage dependency, the accuracy
of leakage models (e.g. Model 4, 5, and 6) can be dramatically improved as shown
in Figure 3.2(d), 3.2(e), 3.2(f) and Table 3.3. Even though at some extreme cases,
the maximum relative estimation error of Model 4 (i.e. 65%) is close to that of
Model 3 (i.e. 67%), Model 4 is still considered as a much more accurate model than
Model 3 for average cases, as shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2(d). When we further
limited the supply voltage level between [0.85-1.05]V, the maximum relative error
is reduced to 16% and average error becomes 4.3%. Model 5 is the most accurate
single linear approximation model according to our experimental results. We found
that the maximal relative estimation error appeared at the lowest supply voltage and
temperature. This is because the absolute values of the leakage power at these points
are small. And a small difference in absolute value can cause a large relative error. To
further improve the accuracy, using the piece-wise linear leakage model (i.e. Model 6)
is a viable solution. As shown in Figure 3.2(f), the 2-segment piece-wise linear model
almost perfectly matches the non-linear leakage power. The average relative error is
0.3% and the maximum relative error is only 1.5%.
3.3.3 Peak Temperature Estimation
To study how different leakage models may affect the thermal-aware system-level anal-
ysis, we conducted the second set of experiments. We simulated the scenario when
the processor runs at a constant speed long enough until its temperature becomes
stable (i.e. temperature variance within 0.0010C). We collected the peak tempera-
tures estimated based on each model under different supply voltages. The results are
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Table 3.4: The absolute (AEE) and relative (REE) estimation errors of peak tem-
perature by different leakage models.
Model # M 1 M 2 M 3 M 4 M 5 M 6
AEE(Avg) 15 14 9 3.6 1.19 0.57
AEE(Max) 59 47 16 6 1.8 0.9
REE(Avg) 18% 27% 6.6% 3.4% 2.9% 1.5%
REE(Max) 50% 40% 16% 11% 4.8% 2.4%
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Figure 3.3: Estimated peak temperature for different leakage models
depicted in Figure 3.3. Similarly, we collected the absolute estimation error (AEE)
and relative estimation error (REE) of each model and filled in Table 3.4.
As we can see in Figure 3.3, the peak temperature values calculated based on dif-
ferent leakage models demonstrate dramatic differences. When modeling the leakage
as a constant, Model 1 can lead to a temperature discrepancy of 15oC in average,
and as much as 59oC. Even though Model 2 and Model 3 take into account the
leakage/temperature and leakage/supply voltage, respectively, the peak temperature
discrepancies are still 14oC and 9oC in average, and can be as high as 47oC and
16oC, respectively. It is reported that a 10oC increase in temperature can result in as
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much as 50% reduction in the component’s life span [113]. Therefore, the large error
margins by Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3, seem to make them inappropriate in
system-level thermal analysis. On the other hand, the estimated peak temperatures
from Model 4, 5, and 6 can match those obtained by Model 0 with much less errors,
as shown in Figure 3.3. The absolute error by Model 4 is 3.6oC in average, and 6oC at
most. The results by Model 5 and Model 6 are very close to Model 0, with less than
1.8oC of absolute error. Our experimental results strengthen the critical role that the
leakage power plays in the system-level analysis. These results also highlight the fact
that, in deep sub micron domain, it is not only important but necessary to take the
leakage/temperature and leakage/supply voltage dependency into consideration for
system-level power/thermal-aware design.
3.3.4 Our System-Level Power / Thermal Model
Based on the results of our empirical study, the leakage Model 5 and Model 6 clearly
outperform the rest of the models under test, i.e. Model 1 to Model 4. Although
Model 6 does have some advantages over Model 5 in terms of leakage power and
steady state temperature estimation, the complexity of the piece-wise linear equation
makes it (Model 6) cumbersome to be used in our system-level analysis, especially
when we want to formally establish some theorems. Considering the fact that Model
5 has already captured both the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply voltage
dependencies while still achieves reasonably good accuracy, throughout this research
(unless otherwise specified), we adopt Model 5 as our leakage power model.
Therefore, based on our previous discussion in Section 3.1, the total power con-
sumption of a processor when running at mode k can be formulated as
P (k) = C0(k)vk + C1(k) · Tvk + C2v3k. (3.21)
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Based on equation (3.2) and (3.21), when a processor running in mode k, the tem-
perature dynamic can be formulated as
dT (t)
dt
= A(k)−BT (t), (3.22)
where
A(k) = a(C0(k)vk + C2v
3
k), (3.23)
B(k) = b− aC1(k)vk. (3.24)
Given an interval [t0, te], let the starting temperature be T0, by solving equation
(3.22), the ending temperature can be formulated as below:
Te =
A(k)
B(k)
+ (T0 − A(k)
B(k)
)e−B(k)(te−t0)
= G(k) + (T0 −G(k))e−B(k)(te−t0), (3.25)
where
G(k) =
A(k)
B(k)
. (3.26)
In equation (3.25), by letting (te − t0) → ∞, we have Te equals G(k), which is
called the steady state temperature of the kth speed level. For an initial temperature
T0, if the steady state temperature of the running processor speed level is greater
than T0, the temperature will increase, or, decrease otherwise.
In what follows, we use Ak, Bk and Gk to denote A(k), B(k) and G(k), respectively
when there is no confusion. Equation (3.21) to equation (3.26) form the basis of our
system-level power and thermal analysis with the leakage/temperature/supply voltage
interdependency taken into account.
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3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we present the system-level models we used in this research. Specif-
ically, we study a large spectrum of leakage power models that can account for the
leakage/temperature dependency, and in the meantime, greatly simplify the com-
plex non-linear relationship implied by previous circuit-level research. We analyze
and compare the trade-off between the complexity and accuracy for these models
empirically. Our experimental results strengthen the critical role that the leakage
plays in the system-level analysis. More importantly, our results highlight the fact
that it is vital to take the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply voltage depen-
dency into consideration for high-level power and thermal aware design. Based on
our system-level leakage/temperature model, we are able to capture the temperature
dynamic as discussed in Section 3.3. These models and formulations form the basis
of our study on power/thermal-aware scheduling problems, which will be detailed in
following chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
SCHEDULING FOR PEAK TEMPERATURE MINIMIZATION
In the previous chapter, we have studied how to model the processor’s power con-
sumption, thermal dynamic as well as the crucial leakage/temperature dependency,
at the system-level. Based on these models, in this chapter, we investigate how to
apply real-time scheduling techniques to solve the peak temperature minimization
problem.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 discusses the related
work in the field of temperature-aware scheduling, including a brief introduction to
the M-Oscillating algorithm as proposed in [28], that oscillates high and low processor
speeds to minimize the peak temperature of a processor when executing a periodic
task set. Section 4.2.2 introduces our non-negligible transition overhead model and
how to incorporate the non-negligible overhead into the M-Oscillating scheduling
algorithm. In section 4.3, we present a searching algorithm to find the optimal m that
can lead to the minimized peak temperature. Experimental results are presented in
Section 4.4, and Section 4.5 concludes this chapter.
4.1 Related Work
In this chapter, we study the problem on how to apply the real-time scheduling
technique to minimize the peak operating temperature of a processor when executing
a periodic hard real-time task set. As closely related research, there are large number
of literature published recently on how to optimize the operating temperature of
a processor by using real-time scheduling techniques. Specifically, in [14, 29], the
researchers aim to identify the upper bound of the maximum temperature. While
some others (e.g. [14, 34, 26, 94, 111]) intend to minimize the peak temperature or
to guarantee that the temperature does not exceed a given maximum temperature
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limit when scheduling a task set or a single copy of a task graph. In [69], a thermal-
aware scheduling algorithm with stochastic workload is presented to effectively avoid
thermal emergencies by reducing peak operating temperature. In [61], Kumar et al.
derive a stop-and-go algorithm to schedule a task graph with just enough idle period
so that the peak temperature is minimized while a given makespan constraint can be
guaranteed. Jayaseelan et al. [56] study how to appropriately arrange the execution
sequence of a task set consisting of tasks with different power and thermal profiles to
minimize the peak temperature.
As we discussed in Chapter 3, the critical leakage/temperature dependency plays
an important role in the study of thermal-aware scheduling problems. Some re-
searchers (e.g. [15, 117]) apply equation (2.2) directly to capture the leakage/temperature
dependency in scheduling algorithm development. There are also a number of other
approaches that formulate a temperature-constrained scheduling problem as a convex
optimization problem [73, 83, 26]. Even though the leakage/temperature dependency
(equation (2.2)) may be incorporated into the convex optimization formulation [73],
its computational complexity is very high. Therefore, these approaches can only work
at system-level when the design solution space is relatively small.
Efforts have been made to simplify the leakage/temperature dependency. Liu
et al. [72] show that using the linear approximation is an effective way to accu-
rately estimate the leakage power over the common operating temperature range of
real-time ICs. A number of exiting works (such as [31, 42, 27]) adopt simple leak-
age/temperature dependency models that assume the leakage current changes linearly
only with temperature. However, as shown in Chapter 3, the leakage models ignoring
the effect of supply voltage can lead to results deviated far away from the actual
values.
By incorporating both the leakage/temperature and leakage/supply voltage de-
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pendency into analysis. Chaturvedi et al. [28] have proposed a novel scheduling
technique, namely M-Oscillating, that oscillates between the high and low processor
speed to minimize the peak temperature when executing a periodic task set. In this
approach, however, the timing penalty that is associated with a processor’s mode
switching is ignored for simplicity. The apparent discrepancy between this assump-
tion and practical platforms may potentially prevent this method from being useful
in real world computing systems.
In this chapter, we propose to extend the M-Oscillating by incorporating a more
realistic non-negligible transition overhead model into the algorithm.
Based on our system models presented in Chapter 3, the formal problem definition
of our research topic in this chapter can be given as follows:
Problem 4.1.1. Given a hard real-time task set with period p and worst case ex-
ecution time c, develop a feasible schedule such that the peak temperature can be
minimized when the processor reaches the thermal steady state.
4.2 Peak Temperature Minimization
In this section, we first introduce the concept of the original M-Oscillating technique
for a processor with negligible transition overhead. We next present how to incorpo-
rate the non-negligible transition overhead into this approach.
4.2.1 The Concept of M-Oscillating
The key idea of the M-Oscillating algorithm is shown in Figure 4.1. Given a two-speed
schedule (S1 and S2, running for t1 and t2 seconds, respectively), an M-Oscillating
schedule divides the high speed interval and the low speed interval evenly into m
sections and run a processor with the low speed and high speed alternatively. Ap-
parently, an M-Oscillating schedule will complete the same workload as the original
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Figure 4.1: A two-speed schedule and its corresponding M-Oscillating schedule.
two-speed schedule in one period and thus guarantee the deadline. At the same time,
the maximum temperature can be significantly reduced based on experimental results
provided in [28].
According to [28], by dividing the high speed interval and the low speed interval
each into m equal sections and running them alternatively, an M-Oscillating schedule
can always reduce the maximum temperature when a processor reaches its thermal
steady state. The larger the m is, the lower the maximum temperature becomes.
Simulation results are provided, in Figure 4.2 to validate this conclusion and to
prove the effectiveness of the M-Oscillating algorithm in terms of peak temperature
reduction. In this example, a task with 1000 seconds of execution time are executed
by two supply voltages, i.e. v1 = 0.85V and v2 = 1.15V . The maximal temperature
of the processor under different cooling options was recorded and shown in Figure
4.2. As shown in Figure 4.2, the maximal temperature, indeed, drops monotonically
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(a) Rth = 0.8
(b) Rth = 0.067
Figure 4.2: In an ideal M-Oscillating schedule, the peak temperature monotonically
decreases with number of divisions
as m increases.
Note that, in [28], the conclusion and its proof are contingent upon several as-
sumptions. One of them assumes that no timing overhead can be incurred during
a processor’s mode switching, which is not true in the real world scenario. When
the overhead is non-negligible, conceivably, there is an optimal value of m to balance
the impact of the transition overhead and the potential of M-Oscillating algorithm
in peak temperature reduction. How to identify this optimal value by incorporating
the non-negligible transition overhead model is an interesting problem and will be
discussed in the following subsection.
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4.2.2 The M-Oscillating Considering Transition Overhead
In real world scenarios, when a processor switches its speed level, there is a short time
interval (on the order of hundreds of microseconds [27]) during which the clock signal
is halted. As a result, the amount of time a processor spends on useful computation
is reduced. To compensate this performance loss during the clock halting period, one
intuitive way is to increase the speed level of a processor. However, this is not always
feasible (e.g. when the high speed is the maximum processor speed). Therefore,
in this work, we only change the duration of high and low speed level subject to
a workload constraint, i.e. extending the high speed interval and reducing the low
speed interval. By doing the workload compensation, an upper bound of m can be
identified, beyond which the predefined workload cannot be completed.
We assume that the clock signal will be halted for a short time interval τ during
each speed transition. In contrast to the ideal-case two-speed schedule shown in Figure
4.1, the non-ideal-case two-speed schedule is plotted in Figure 4.3 (A). Apparently,
in the non-ideal-case, a performance loss of (S1 + S2) · τ is incurred due to one speed
transition. Thus, in order to counteract this performance loss, one has to extend the
high speed interval while reduce the low speed interval by the same time frame δ, as
shown in Figure 4.3 (B). The amount of time, i.e. δ, that needs to be taken away
from low speed interval can be calculated as
δ =
(S1 + S2) · τ
S2 − S1 . (4.1)
From equation (4.1), one can easily notice that δ is a positive number. There-
fore, the number of transition m cannot be arbitrarily increased since the low speed
duration t1 in the ideal-case two speed schedule has to be sufficiently large to accom-
modate m speed transitions. Thus, the maximum allowable m can be calculated by
letting m · (δ + τ) ≤ t1. Then, we have
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m ≤ t1
δ + τ
.
Obviously, the term t1/(δ + τ) is not necessarily an integer. Therefore, in order
to ensure the workload constraint, we set the upper bound of m as
mMax = b t1
δ + τ
c.
Based on equation (4.1), the modified non-ideal-case two-speed schedule can be
found and the reduced low speed interval t′1 and extended high speed interval t
′
2 can
be calculated by
t′1 = t1 − τ − δ,
t′2 = t2 − τ + δ.
By adopting the similar concept, we can find the corresponding non-ideal-case
M-Oscillating schedule for a given ideal-case two-speed schedule. The procedure is
shown the Lemma 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.1. Given an ideal-case two speed schedule with low speed S1 and high
speed S2 running for t1 and t2, respectively. For any value of m from 1 to mMax, the
corresponding non-ideal-case M-Oscillating schedule can guarantee the same workload
if the adjusted low speed sub-interval tm1 and high speed sub-interval t
m
2 are calculated
by equation (4.2) and (4.3).
tm1 =
t1
m
− τ − δ (4.2)
tm2 =
t2
m
− τ + δ (4.3)
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Figure 4.3: A non-ideal two-speed schedule and its corresponding M-Oscillating
schedule
We next study the thermal characteristic of the non-ideal-case M-Oscillating
schedule. Previous analysis reveals that the nature of our method to deal with
the non-negligible transition overhead is to increase high speed duration while de-
crease low speed duration. Thus, the performance of a non-ideal-case M-Oscillating
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technique can be degraded in terms of peak temperature reduction. Intuitively, the
maximal temperature of a non-ideal-case M-Oscillating schedule is a unimodal func-
tion of m. The relationship is simple such that when m is small, the schedule works
as expected by running low and high speed intermittently with slightly extended high
speed interval to compensate the performance loss caused by transition overhead.
Before m reaches certain value, e.g. mopt, the maximal temperature will monotoni-
cally decrease until a minimized peak temperature is achieved at mopt, beyond which
the temperature reduction contributed by high-low speed oscillating is amortized by
excessive extension of high speed interval, so that the maximal temperature will start
to escalate.
Now the problem becomes how to identify the optimal value of m that leads to the
lowest peak temperature. Consider the example illustrated in Figure 4.3 (C). Based
on [90], when the temperature reaches the stable status, the maximal temperature
of a non-ideal-case M-Oscillating schedule, i.e. TNImax(S˜(m, t)), can be expressed as
TNImax(S˜(m, t)) = T
∞
y′ = Ty′ +
Ty′
1−Ky′Ky
′ , (4.4)
where Ty′ can be expressed as a function of m based on equation (3.25) and can be
calculated iteratively once the temperature information of previous speed transition
points, i.e. Ta, Tx′ and Tb, are available. Specifically, we have
Ty′ = G2 + (Tb −G2)e−B2tm2
Tb = G0 + (Tx′ −G0)e−B0τ
Tx′ = G1 + (Ta −G1)e−B1tm1
Ta = G0 + (1− e−B0τ ) (4.5)
where tm1 and t
m
2 are obtained from equation (4.2) and (4.3), respectively. Ky′ can be
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computed by
Ky′ = e
−(B1tm1 +B2tm2 +2B0δ), (4.6)
where δ is defined in equation (4.1).
4.3 Searching Algorithm for the Optimal m
Once the formula of maximal temperature is available, one straightforward way to
find the optimum m is by setting the first-order derivative of equation (4.4) equal to
zero and solving for m. However, it can be a challenging problem not only for the
complexity of the equation, but also because the discrete nature of equation (4.4)
(the solution of the optimum m is not necessarily an integer). Instead, we adopt a
searching algorithm [86] that can locate optimum m in linear time based on equation
(4.4).
A systematic way to reduce the size of the interval of uncertainty, i.e. the interval
that include the optimum point, is to randomly choose two point m1 and m2 (m1 <
m2) between the initial interval of uncertainty, i.e. 1 to mMax, and evaluate the value
of TNImax(S˜(m1, t)) and T
NI
max(S˜(m2, t)), respectively. Then, three possible scenarios
could happen as illustrated in Figure 4.4. If TNImax(S˜(m1, t)) < T
NI
max(S˜(m2, t)) (Figure
4.4 (A)), the minimum of the function could lie between 1 and m1 or m1 and m2.
However, the mopt cannot occur between the interval m2 and mMax. Hence, the
interval between m2 and mMax can be eliminated so that we only need to choose two
points between interval 1 and m2 for the next round of evaluation. Similarly, the
interval between 1 and m1 can be removed if the scenario depicted in Figure 4.4 (B)
happens. And if the scenario in Figure 4.4 (C) occurs, both intervals from 1 to m1 and
the one from m2 to mMax can be eliminated from the current interval of uncertainty.
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Figure 4.4: Searching for optimum m
Therefore, to obtain the optimum m, we can iteratively eliminate the interval of
uncertainty of mopt. The procedure will be stopped until the bound is narrow enough
to locate a single value of m.
The algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. Initially, the interval of uncertainty
is set between 1 and the upper bound of m. We choose two points, i.e. Lb and Ub (in
step 4 and 5, respectively), in a way that they can equally divide the initial interval
into three segments such that after each iteration the interval of uncertainty can be
reduced by at least one third. Thus, new interval of uncertainty boundaries, i.e. L
and R, are updated and new evaluation points are calculated during each iteration.
The loop will stop until the interval of uncertainty is small enough to locate single
integer value which is the best m we choose.
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Algorithm 1 Searching for optimum m
1: Input: the upper bound of m: mMax;
2: Initialize uncertainty interval: L = 1, R = mMax;
3: while (1) do
4: Lb = bL+ 1/3× (R− L)c;
5: Ub = bL+ 2/3× (R− L)c;
6: if TNImax(S˜(Lb, t)) < T
NI
max(S˜(Ub, t)); then
7: L = L;
8: R = Ub;
9: else if TNImax(S˜(Lb, t)) < T
NI
max(S˜(Ub, t)); then
10: L = Lb;
11: R = R;
12: else if TNImax(S˜(Lb, t)) == T
NI
max(S˜(Ub, t)); then
13: L = L;
14: R = Ub;
15: end if
16: if R− L ≤ 2 then
17: Break;
18: end if
19: end while
4.4 Empirical Studies
In this section, we use experiments to test the effectiveness of the proposed non-
ideal-case M-Oscillating technique. At the same time, we also want to validate our
assumption that the maximal temperature is a unimodal function of m. We generate
an ideal two speed schedule, like the one shown in Figure 4.1. We set t1 = t2 = 1000
seconds, and the two speeds S1 and S2 are 0.8 and 1.0, respectively (normalized).
Here, we conducted three tests by assuming the transition clock halting time τ equals
to 0.1, 1 and 10 seconds, in order to see the thermal characteristics of the non-ideal-
case M-Oscillating schedules when transition overheads are set to different magnitudes
compared with the total duration of the schedules.
By using the method introduced in Chapter 3, we can derive the corresponding
non-ideal-case M-Oscillating schedule and find its maximal temperature as we in-
crease m from 1 to mMax. The results are plotted in Figure 4.5, which clearly show
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that there indeed exists an optimum m at which the lowest maximal temperature can
be achieved. Generally speaking, when transition overhead is small, a lower maximal
temperature can be achieved because less transition overhead potentially increases
the upper bound of m which in turn lets us fully exploit the advantage of frequent
speed transition, whereas larger transition overhead actually decreases the number of
possible transition and has to significantly extend the high speed duration in order
to compensate large performance loss during transitions.
4.5 Summary
With the continuous scaling of semiconductor technology, the interdependency of
temperature and leakage exacerbates not only the power/energy minimization prob-
lem but also the thermal management problem. In this chapter, we incorporate the
leakage/temperature dependency and non-negligible transition overhead into the real-
time scheduling analysis that aims at minimizing the peak temperature. We present
a novel scheduling technique that can effectively reduce the peak temperature when
executing a hard realtime periodic task set. A fast searching algorithm is adopted to
efficiently find the solution.
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(a) τ = 0.01s
(b) τ = 0.1s
(c) τ = 1s
Figure 4.5: Maximal temperature of the non-ideal-case M-Oscillating schedules with
different transition overhead and divisions (m)
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CHAPTER 5
SCHEDULING FOR ENERGY MINIMIZATION
In previous chapter, we present a novel scheduling technique to reduce the peak tem-
perature of a processor when executing a periodic task set under the thermal steady
state. In this chapter, we investigate how to apply real-time scheduling techniques
to solve the problem on how to minimize the overall energy consumption of a hard
real-time system. The complexity of the problem lies in the fact that the leakage
energy consumption depends on both supply voltage level and the temperature. For
instance, two identical speed schedules may consume dramatically different energy
simply because their initial temperatures are different. Therefore, how to accurately
and efficiently estimate the energy consumption of various candidate speed schedules
is the key to solve the energy optimization scheduling problem. To this end, we de-
velop an effective closed-form energy estimation method with the leakage/temperature
dependency taken into consideration.
Based on the proposed energy estimation method, we further develop two schedul-
ing algorithms to minimize the overall energy consumption. The first algorithm is an
off-line algorithm, targeting at real-time systems consisting of a set of periodic tasks
with the same periods and deadlines. The second algorithm is an on-line algorithm,
which is intended for more general real-time systems consisting of multiple sporadic
tasks.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 discusses a number
of related works. Section 5.2 provides several motivational examples. In Section 5.3,
we show how to derive the proposed energy estimation equation, based on which
our overall energy minimization scheduling algorithms are presented in Section 5.4.
Experimental results are discussed in Section 5.5. Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
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5.1 Related Work
Recently, there are a number of articles ([16, 15, 50, 110]) published on minimizing
the overall energy consumption with the leakage/temperature dependency taken into
consideration. Specifically, Yang et al. [110] develop a quadratic leakage model to
simplify the leakage/temperature dependency. Based on this model, they propose
the Pattern-based approach to schedule a periodic task and reduce the energy con-
sumption when a processor reaches the thermal steady state. This approach mainly
focuses on a processor without DVS capability. It reduces the energy consumption by
periodically switching a processor between the active and dormant modes. Bao et al.
[16] employ a piece-wise linear (PWL) leakage model to capture the interdependency
between the leakage, temperature and supply voltage. They propose a method to
distribute idle intervals judiciously when schedule a task graph such that the tem-
perature of a processor can be effectively “cooled down” to reduce the leakage energy
consumption.
While a schedule developed off-line may be more effective to provide certain guar-
antee, an on-line schedule can be more effective in saving energy. Moreover, for a
more complicated real-time system, such as a real-time system consisting of multiple
sporadic tasks scheduled by the EDF policy, the temperature rarely reaches the ther-
mal steady state. In such a scenario, an on-line scheduling algorithm becomes more
desirable.
Several works are published to address the on-line energy optimization problems.
For example, Yuan et al. [116] introduce a simple heuristic to turn on or off a processor
based on its workload and temperature. This approach directly employs the circuit-
level leakage model ([65, 8]) to capture the interdependency between the leakage
and the temperature. However, as a result of the complexity from the nonlinear
and high order terms of the leakage model, this approach can only be applied for
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soft real-time systems. Bao et al. [15] propose an on-line temperature-aware DVS
technique to minimize the energy consumption when scheduling a task graph. This
approach requires extensive off-line static analysis to generate a lookup table (LUT )
for each task under various starting temperature, so that the scheduler can adjust
the processor speed accordingly to minimize energy consumption on-line. There are
also other on-line thermal-aware approaches such as [60, 115, 52, 119, 27]. They focus
more on peak temperature reduction or throughput maximization under a given peak
temperature constraint.
In this chapter, we are interested in the thermal-aware overall energy minimiza-
tion scheduling problem. By incorporating the interdependency between leakage and
temperature, we derive an closed-form energy estimation method to find the potential
energy consumption of a candidate schedule. Then, based on the energy estimation
method, two scheduling algorithms are proposed. The first one is an off-line approach
which is developed to optimize the energy consumption of a single periodic task un-
der the thermal steady state. The second method is an on-line energy minimization
scheduling algorithm for a hard real-time system running multiple sporadic tasks. To
the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any other thermal-aware scheduling
techniques that can guarantee the hard real-time deadlines for an aperiodic task set.
Based on the system models presented in Chapter 3, the formal problem definitions
of this chapter can be given as follows:
Problem 5.1.1. Given a hard real-time task set with period p and worst-case execu-
tion time c, develop a feasible schedule off-line such that the overall energy consump-
tion is minimized when a processor reaches the thermal steady state while at the same
time ensuring the peak temperature constraint Tmax.
Problem 5.1.2. Given a hard real-time task set Γ consisting of N sporadic tasks
{τ1, τ2, ..., τn}, develop an on-line speed schedule under the EDF policy such that the
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overall energy consumption is minimized.
5.2 Motivational Examples
In this section, we use an example to illustrate the concepts of different energy calcu-
lation methods. We show why an energy estimation method with low computational
complexity and good accuracy is highly desirable in scheduling algorithm develop-
ment.
5.2.1 M-Oscillating for Overall Energy Reduction
First, we use a simple example to demonstrate the concept of the proposed algorithm
as well as its advantages. Let us consider a sporadic task set 1 consisting of two tasks,
i.e. τ1 ≡ {0, 5, 13, 13} and τ2 ≡ {2, 3, 6, 6}, which are scheduled according to the EDF
policy. A simple naive approach, as shown in Figure 5.1(a), is to execute a task with
the maximal speed and turn to sleep mode when finish execution. Another approach,
i.e. the Online DVS (OLDVS ) approach [64], as illustrated in Figure 5.1(b), is to use
two neighboring speeds of the constant speed (dotted lines), i.e. the speed that can
finish the workload exactly at the deadline. The third approach, i.e. the Pattern-
based approach [110], as illustrated in Figure 5.1(c), uses a single speed to run the
task. This approach lets the processor’s active state to be scattered into a number of
intervals so that the processor can have a chance to cool down. The forth approach,
M-Oscillating, as illustrated in Figure 5.1(d), chooses the same speed levels as the
OLDVS approach. It then divides the high speed and the low speed interval each
into m segments and oscillates between the two speeds to execute a task.
Table 5.1 shows the normalized energy consumption (w.r.t. the overall energy
1A sporadic task τi is specified by {ai, ci, di, pi}, where ai represents the arrival time of τi, ci is
the worst-case execution time of τi under the maximum clock frequency, di is the relative deadline
of τi with respect to its arriving time and pi is the minimum inter-arrival time between any two
consecutive job of τi. In this chapter, we refer pi as the period of τi.
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Figure 5.1: Different speed scheduling approaches under EDF policy
Table 5.1: Normalized energy consumptions of four scheduling approaches
Approach Edyn ↘ Eleak ↘ Etotal ↘
Pattern 0.31 - 0.69 - 1 -
OLDVS 0.28 9.6% 0.66 4% 0.94 6%
M-Osc. 0.28 9.6% 0.55 20% 0.83 17%
Edyn ↗ Eleak ↗ Etotal ↗
Naive 1.38 440% 3.56 510% 4.94 494%
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of the Pattern-based approach) based on a processor model built based on the 65nm
technology (more details can be found in Section 6.5). We can see that in this example,
the naive approach uses only the maximal speed level for task execution (no DVS),
and as a result, the energy consumption is several times higher than the other three
approaches. As shown in Table 5.1, compared with the Pattern-based approach, the
OLDVS saves 6% of the overall energy consumption. The energy saving comes from
two aspects. First, using two neighboring speeds instead of the single speed reduces
the dynamic energy consumption. Second, the reduced dynamic power consumption
directly translates into a lower temperature which also helps to save the leakage
energy. Also, from Table 5.1 we can see that although both the OLDVS approach and
the M-Oscillating approach consume the same amount of dynamic energy, the leakage
energy consumed by different policies are quite different. Additional 11% energy can
be saved by M-Oscillating approach as a result of the optimized temperature achieved
by speed oscillating.
5.2.2 Fast and Accurate Energy Calculation is Needed
As we can see from the previous example, M-Oscillating is shown to be very effec-
tive to reduce the overall energy consumption. Then, the problem for us is how to
judiciously choose the appropriate number of transitions, with timing and energy tran-
sition overheads in mind, to achieve the best energy efficiency. However, as leakage
varies with temperature, one key challenge in solving this problem is how to calculate
the overall energy consumption for a speed schedule accurately and efficiently.
Let us consider a speed schedule shown in Figure 5.2(a). The speed schedule,
S ≡ [A,B,C,D], consists of four intervals with each characterized by a speed level
(s1 to s4) and a duration ((t1 − t0)...(t4 − t3)).
Since the leakage energy used to take only a small portion of the overall energy
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consumption, some early works ([64, 112, 30, 57, 89]) simply ignore the leakage or
assume it to be constant. However, as we discussed earlier, these models can result
in significant estimation errors when leakage/temperature dependency is becoming
increasingly prominent.
An alternative method, similar to that in [73], is to divide a interval into small
sub-intervals (as shown in Figure 5.2(b)). Within each sub-interval, one can assume
the temperature (and thus the leakage) remains constant. Based on this concept,
to calculate the energy consumption of S, we can divide each interval into multiple
sub-intervals with equal length, i.e. ρ. Then, the energy consumption of the first
sub-interval, i.e. from t0 to t0 + ρ, can be calculated in the following steps,
Edyn = C2 · S33 · ρ,
Eleak = s3 · ρ · Is · (A · T 20 · e((α·s3+β)/T0) + B · e(γ·s3+δ)),
Etotal = Edyn + Eleak. (5.1)
The dynamic energy component, which is independent to the temperature, can
be calculated based on our dynamic power model introduced in Chapter 3, while the
leakage energy consumption is obtained by using circuit-level model (equation (2.2)).
The temperature within this sub-interval is assumed to be constant, which is the initial
temperature T0. By adding the dynamic and leakage energy, we can obtain the overall
energy consumption of the first sub-interval. Then, by applying equation (3.25), the
ending temperature of the first sub-interval, i.e. the temperature at (t0 + ρ), can
be updated and then used to calculate the leakage energy consumption of the next
sub-interval. Note that in this example, (t4−t1)
ρ
rounds of calculation are required to
get the overall energy consumption of the speed schedule S. With equation (2.2), this
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method can achieve relatively accurate energy estimation as long as the sub-interval
(ρ) is sufficiently small. However, the computational cost can be very sensitive to the
accuracy of this approach.
Assume that we want to compare the energy consumption of the schedule S with
another schedule S ′ ≡ [D,C,B,A], and find the better one in terms of energy reduc-
tion. Even though S and S ′ have identical dynamic energy consumption, the leakage
energy consumptions are totally different simply because the temperature curve pro-
duced by running S and S ′ are dramatically different. Note that, the overall energy
consumptions are different even for the same schedule starting with different initial
temperatures. Therefore, we have to again, go through (t4−t1)
ρ
steps to find the corre-
sponding energy consumption of S ′. Using this method can be very time consuming
if the interval of the schedule being evaluated is relatively long. It is computationally
expensive even for an off-line approach, not to mention incorporating it into the de-
velopment of on-line scheduling algorithms. Evidently, an accurate energy estimation
method with low computation cost is highly desirable.
By observing equation (3.2), we notice that the relationship between the overall
power consumption and the corresponding system temperature can be described by
a differential equation. Intuitively, if the temperature information of a given schedule
interval is obtained, the time varying power consumption and thus (by calculating
the integral) the overall energy consumption can be calculated analytically. Based on
this concept, the energy consumption of a given interval can be obtained conveniently
in one step if the initial temperature is provided.
In the sections that follow, we first introduce our method to calculate the en-
ergy consumption for a given schedule. We then present an off-line and an on-line
scheduling method to minimize the energy consumption.
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Figure 5.2: A speed schedule and its temperature curve
Figure 5.3: A periodic schedule and its temperature curve
5.3 Energy Estimation Equation
From the motivational example above, we can see that it is critical to develop a
method that can rapidly and accurately estimate the energy consumption of a can-
didate schedule. As one of the major components of overall energy consumption, the
leakage energy, as well as its strong dependency with temperature, have made the
energy estimation a non-trivial task. In this section, we first discuss how to calculate
the energy consumption of a single speed interval. Then, we discuss how to calculate
the energy consumption of a periodic schedule.
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5.3.1 Energy Calculation for Single Speed Interval
Without losing of generality, let us consider running a processor in mode k, i.e.
applying the kth speed level, during the interval [t0, te]. Based on our system model,
the temperature change is described by equation (3.2). By integrating both sides of
equation (3.2), we have
∫ te
t0
dT (t)
dt
· dt = a ·
∫ te
t0
P (t)dt− b ·
∫ te
t0
T (t)dt,
T (te)− T (t0) = a · E(t0, te)− b ·
∫ te
t0
T (t)dt,
E(t0, te) = 1/a · (T (te)− T (t0) + b ·
∫ te
t0
T (t)dt), (5.2)
where T (t0) and T (te) denote the starting and ending temperature of interval [t0, te]
and E(t0, te) represents the energy consumed during this interval. Note that in equa-
tion (5.2), T (te) can be analytically calculated from equation (3.25) that
T (te) = G(k) + (T (t0)−G(k))e−B(k)(te−t0). (5.3)
Also, the integral term
∫ te
t0
T (t)dt can be expressed as,
∫ te
t0
T (t)dt =
∫ te
t0
G(k)dt+
∫ te
t0
(T0 −G(k)) · e−B(k)(t−t0)dt
= G(k) · (te − t0) + 1/B(k) · (G(k)− T0)(e−B(k)(te−t0) − 1). (5.4)
Replacing T (te) and the integral term
∫ te
t0
T (t)dt in equation (5.2) with equa-
tion (5.3) and (5.4), the overall energy consumed within the interval [t0, te] can be
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formulated by a closed-form equation
E(t0, te) = 1/a · (G(k) + (T (t0)−G(k))e−B(k)(te−t0)
− T0 + b · (G(k) · (te − t0)
+ 1/B(k) · (G(k)− T (t0))(e−B(k)(te−t0) − 1))). (5.5)
From equation (5.5), we can see that in order to obtain the energy consumption of
a given speed interval, we only need to know the duration of the interval (te− t0), the
initial temperature (T (t0)) and the current processor speed level (k), which determines
the value of G(k) and B(k), according to our system models.
With equation (5.5), we can quickly calculate the energy consumption of a given
speed schedule. Recall the example shown in Figure 5.2. Now, by applying equa-
tion (5.5), the overall energy consumption of the schedule S can be formulated as
Etotal = E(t0, t1) + E(t1, t2) + E(t2, t3) + E(t3, t4). (5.6)
It is not difficult to see that by applying equation (5.5), the proposed energy cal-
culation method (Figure 5.2(c)/equation (5.6)) has significantly lower computational
cost than the energy estimation method in [73] (Figure 5.2(b)/equation (5.1)). The
number of steps required to calculate the energy consumption of a given schedule
is equal to the number of intervals a schedule has, i.e. 4, in this example. The
computational overhead reduction is achieved from two aspects. First, by using the
proposed closed-form energy equation, there is no need to divide one speed interval
into several small sub-intervals. Second, for each interval being evaluated, instead
of calculating the dynamic and leakage energy separately, we can obtain the overall
energy consumption in one step.
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5.3.2 Energy Calculation for Periodic Schedule
Let us consider a periodic schedule (as shown in Figure 5.3) and we want to calculate
the energy consumption when running this schedule for N periods. Unless reaching
the thermal steady state, the temperature curves of different periods are different. As
a result, the (leakage) energy consumption within each period is also different. We
can certainly employ the closed-form equation introduced above to calculate the total
energy consumption, which is far more efficient than using the approach proposed in
[73]. However, even if the closed-form energy equation is applied, we still have to find
the starting/ending temperature at each of the 4N intervals and calculate the corre-
sponding energy consumption within each interval individually. The computational
cost can still be very high if N is large. In what follows, we introduce another energy
estimation method that works more efficiently to deal with a periodic schedule.
Consider the example shown in Figure 5.3 that a periodic schedule S˜ ≡ [A,B,C,D]
is running with an arbitrary starting temperature. Without losing of generality, we
assume that the schedule S˜ repeats for a total number of N periods (or copies). We
use T (tαβ) to denote the starting temperature of the βth interval in the αth copy of the
periodic schedule S˜. Also, in this example, we assume that for the interval A,B,C
and D, the processor runs in the speed level S3, S1, S4 and S2, respectively and we
have S4 > S3 > S2 > S1.
To obtain the overall energy consumption of S˜, we apply equation (5.2) to each
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speed segment. Then, we have
E(t00, t
0
1) =
1
a
(T (t01)− T (t00) + b
∫ t01
t00
T (t)dt),
E(t01, t
0
2) =
1
a
(T (t02)− T (t01) + b
∫ t02
t01
T (t)dt),
E(t02, t
0
3) =
1
a
(T (t03)− T (t02) + b
∫ t03
t02
T (t)dt),
E(t03, t
1
0) =
1
a
(T (t10)− T (t03) + b
∫ t10
t03
T (t)dt),
. . .
E(tN−12 , t
N−1
3 ) =
1
a
(T (tN−13 )− T (tN−12 ) + b
∫ tN−13
tN−12
T (t)dt),
E(tN−13 , t
N
0 ) =
1
a
(T (tN0 )− T (tN−13 ) + b
∫ tN0
tN−13
T (t)dt).
(5.7)
By summing up the above 4N equations we get
Esum = 1/a · (T (tN0 )− T (t10) + b · (
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx1
tx0
T (t)dt
+
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx2
tx1
T (t)dt+
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx3
tx2
T (t)dt+
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx+10
tx3
T (t)dt)),
(5.8)
where Esum is the total energy consumption that we want to find. T (t
N
0 ) and T (t
0
0)
are the final and starting temperature of the periodic schedule S˜, respectively. Each
of the summation term is corresponding to the summation of all N integral terms for
interval A,B,C and D.
Recall that in equation (5.4), if the kth speed level is applied during an interval,
the corresponding integral term can be analytically expressed. G(k) and B(k) are
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known a priori when a processor model is given. T (t0) is the initial temperature of
the segment being evaluated. Similarly, from equation (5.8), it is not difficult to see
that the overall energy consumption Esum depends upon the starting temperature of
each speed interval, i.e. T (t00), T (t
0
1), T (t
0
2), T (t
0
3), ... ,T (t
N−1
2 ) and T (t
N−1
3 ).
To obtain these values, one straightforward way is to keep track of the entire
schedule S˜ and calculate the temperature at those specific time instants. However,
the complexity of this method can be extremely high if there are too many number of
intervals. A more computationally efficient method is to formulate the temperature
values analytically. According to [90], the differences between the ending temperature
and the starting temperature of each single copy of the schedule form a geometric
series. Specifically, we have
T (t20)− T (10) = (T (t10)− T (00)) ·K0,
T (t30)− T (20) = (T (t20)− T (10)) ·K0,
. . .
T (tN0 )− T (N−10 ) = (T (tN−10 )− T (N−20 )) ·K0,
(5.9)
where K0 = exp(−B(3)(t01 − t00)−B(1)(t02 − t01)−B(4)(t03 − t02)−B(2)(t10 − t03)).
The significance of this observation is that we can obtain the temperature infor-
mation within the qth period of the periodic schedule S˜ based on those within the
first copy. For example, the starting temperature of the qth period of the schedule,
i.e. T (tq0), can be effectively calculated by
T (tq0) = T (t
0
0) +
(T (t10)− T (t00)) · (1−Kq0)
1−K0 . (5.10)
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Similarly, other temperature information within the qth period can also be formulated
as2:
T (tq1) = T (t
0
1) +
(T (t10)− T (t00))(1−Kq0)K1
1−K0 ,
T (tq2) = T (t
0
2) +
(T (t10)− T (t00))(1−Kq0)K2
1−K0 ,
T (tq3) = T (t
0
3) +
(T (t10)− T (t00))(1−Kq0)K3
1−K0 , (5.11)
where
K1 = exp(−B(1)(t01 − t00),
K2 = exp(−B(4)(t01 − t00)−B(1)(t02 − t01),
K3 = exp(−B(2)(t01 − t00)−B(1)(t02 − t01)−B(2)(t03 − t02)).
(5.12)
By applying equation (5.10) and (5.11), we can see that the temperature of all
speed transition instants can be obtained analytically after we get the temperature
information within the first period of S˜, i.e. T (t00), T (t
0
1), T (t
0
2), T (t
0
3) and T (t
1
0) .
Now let us first consider all “A” intervals in Figure 5.3. The starting temperature
of the qth “A” interval has already been formulated in equation (5.10). Therefore,
the summation of the initial temperature of all “A” intervals can be expressed as
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq0) = N · T (t00) +
T (t10)− T (t00)
1−K0 · (N −
1−KN0
1−K0 ). (5.13)
Once the initial temperature of all “A” intervals are available, the summation
2The details regarding how to derive equation (5.10) and (5.11) can be found in [90].
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term of the total N corresponding integrals (in equation (5.8)) can be formulated as
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx1
tx0
T (t)dt = N ·G(3) · ((t01 − t00) + βA)− βA ·
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq0), (5.14)
where βA = 1/B(3) · exp(−B(3)(t01 − t00)− 1).
Similarly, based on the equation group (5.11), the summations of the initial tem-
perature of all “B” intervals, “C” intervals and “D” intervals are
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq1) = NT (t
0
1) +
T (t10)− T (t00)
1−K0 K1(N −
1−KN0
1−K0 ),
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq2) = NT (t
0
2) +
T (t10)− T (t00)
1−K0 K2(N −
1−KN0
1−K0 ),
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq3) = NT (t
0
3) +
T (t10)− T (t00)
1−K0 K3(N −
1−KN0
1−K0 ).
(5.15)
Correspondingly, the summation of the integral terms of all “B” intervals, “C”
intervals and “D” intervals are
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx2
tx1
T (t)dt = NG(1)((t02 − t01) + βB)− βB ·
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq1),
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx3
tx2
T (t)dt = NG(4)((t03 − t02) + βC)− βC ·
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq2),
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx+10
tx3
T (t)dt = NG(2)((t10 − t03) + βD)− βD ·
N−1∑
q=0
T (tq3),
(5.16)
where βB = 1/B(1) · exp(−B(1)(t02 − t01)− 1); βC = 1/B(4) · exp(−B(4)(t03 − t02)− 1)
and βD = 1/B(2) · exp(−B(2)(t10 − t03)− 1).
Therefore, the overall energy consumption of the periodic schedule S˜ after running
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for N copies can be formulated as
E˜total = 1/a · ((T (t
1
0)− T (t00)) · (1−KN0 )
1−K0
+ b · (
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx1
tx0
T (t)dt+
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx2
tx1
T (t)dt
+
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx3
tx2
T (t)dt+
N−1∑
x=0
∫ tx+10
tx3
T (t)dt)). (5.17)
Note that, in equation (5.17), given an initial temperature, i.e. T (t00), we only
need to calculate the temperature of those speed transition points within the first
period of S˜ to get the entire temperature information of the schedule. As a result,
the overall energy consumption can be calculated efficiently. It is worth to mention
that the accuracy of employing equation (5.17) to estimate energy consumption is
contingent upon the accuracy of using linear approximated leakage model. In Section
6.5, we use experiments to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of our
proposed energy estimation methods.
In the next section, we apply the proposed energy estimation methods to solve
the overall energy minimization scheduling problems.
5.4 Our Energy Minimization Scheduling Algorithms
In the previous section, we have proposed a simple yet effective energy estimation
method to calculate the overall energy consumption of a single speed interval. Then,
by formulating the difference between the ending and the starting temperature of
each consecutive copy of a periodic schedule as a geometric series, we further propose
an efficient method to estimate the the overall energy consumption of a given periodic
schedule.
In this section, based on the proposed energy estimation methods and the pro-
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Figure 5.4: M-Oscillating and the corresponding temperature curve at thermal steady
state
posed non-ideal-case M-Oscillating technique, two energy minimization scheduling
algorithms are presented. The first one is targeting at reducing the overall energy
consumption of a real-time system that consists of only one periodic task, while the
second one can be applied for a more general case that a real-time system consisting
of multiple sporadic tasks scheduled under the EDF policy.
5.4.1 Energy Minimization for Single Task under Thermal Steady State
In this sub-section, we propose an off-line scheduling approach to minimize the overall
energy consumption of a hard real-time system under the thermal steady state. We
assume that the task set consists of a set of periodic tasks with equal periods and
deadlines. We can further assume such a system consists of only one periodic task
with its deadline equal to its period.
Consider an M-Oscillating schedule and the corresponding temperature curve,
which are depicted in Figure 5.4(b) and (c). Without losing of generality, we assume
there are total m divisions and correspondingly, 2m times of mode switchings within
one task period.
The processor is assumed to be turned into idle mode between each speed transi-
tion for a small time frame τ . To ease the presentation, we denote that the processor
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is in mode µ during each low-high transition and in mode ν during each high-low
transition even though they represent the same idle mode. Similar to the example
we showed in Figure 5.3, in an M-Oscillating schedule, T (tαM) denotes the starting
temperature of the processor mode M in the αth division.
As we start to run the processor with the M-Oscillating schedule from certain
initial temperature, i.e. Tamb, in this case, the temperature will gradually increase.
Eventually, when the heat generated by the processor matches the heat that can be
removed by the heat sink, the processor is said to be in its thermal steady state,
during which, the temperature will follow a periodic pattern instead of increasing
indefinitely. Our first goal is to minimize the overall energy consumption at the
thermal steady state.
From Figure 5.4(b) and (c), it is not difficult to see that under the thermal steady
state, the processor reaches its peak temperature (Tpeak) at the end of each high
speed interval and then drops to a so-called equilibrium temperature, i.e. Teq, after
each idle period immediately following the low speed interval (µ interval). Note that,
based on the previous proposed energy equation, the overall energy consumption
of the M-Oscillating schedule under thermal steady state can be formulated once
the temperature information at the mode switching instants are available. Then,
for all possible value of m, we choose the one that results in the minimum overall
energy consumption as our solution. One straightforward way to calculate the peak
temperature for a given m is to trace the temperature change by using equation (3.25)
from the Tamb until the temperature saturated at certain time instant and pick the
highest one as the Tpeak. However, this method can be very time consuming if the
number of mode switchings, i.e. m, is large. One better solution is to treat the
M-Oscillating schedule as a periodic schedule and formulate the temperature change
analytically. Similar to equation (5.10), the temperature at time instant tLν can be
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formulated as
T (tLν ) = T (t
0
ν) +
(T (t1ν)− T (t0ν)) · (1−KL0 )
1−K0 , (5.18)
where K0 = exp(−B(j)tjm − B(i)tim − 2Bidleτ) and Bidle = B(µ) = B(ν). Then,
the peak temperature of a given m can be obtained by setting L → ∞. Since K0 is
always less than 1 [90], we have
lim
L→∞
T (tLν ) = T (t
0
ν) +
T (t1ν)− T (t0ν)
1−K0 . (5.19)
Note that once Tpeak is found, other temperature values at the mode transition points
within the same segment are readily available based on equation (3.25). Therefore,
the overall energy consumption in one period at the steady state can be formulated
as
E˜(m)steady = m · (E(tL−1ν , tL−1i ) + E(tL−1i , tL−1µ )
+ E(tL−1µ , t
L−1
j ) + E(t
L−1
j , t
L
ν )) + 2m · Esw,
(5.20)
where E(tL−1i , t
L−1
µ ) and E(t
L−1
j , t
L
ν ) denote the energy consumption of the low and
high speed interval, respectively. E(tL−1ν , t
L−1
i ) and E(t
L−1
µ , t
L−1
j ) correspond to the
energy consumption of the idle period, and Esw is the switching energy overhead and
there are a total number of 2m transitions taking place.
Then, our problem is to minimize E˜(m)steady subject to m ≤ mMax. Because of the
simplicity of both our energy estimation technique as well as the peak/equilibrium
temperature calculation method, we can use simple exhaustive search to find the
optimal value of m. The complete algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Off-line M-Oscillating algorithm
1: Input: p, c, Esw, Si, Sj, τ ,Tmax;
2: Output: Emin and mopt;
3: Emin =∞ and mopt = 0;
4: mMax = b tiδ+τ c;
5: for m=1:1:mMax do
6: tmi =
ti
m
− τ − δ;
7: tmj =
tj
m
− τ + δ;
8: Calculate Tpeak(m);
9: if Tpeak(m) ≤ Tmax then
10: Calculate Teq(m) and E˜(m);
11: if E˜(m)steady(m) < Emin then
12: Emin ← E˜(m)steady(m)
13: mopt ← m
14: end if
15: end if
16: end for
17: Return: Emin and mopt
5.4.2 Energy Minimization of Multiple Sporadic Tasks under the EDF
Policy
In Section 5.4.1, we have introduced an effective energy minimization speed scheduling
approach targeting at the thermal steady state. This approach is off-line in nature
since we assume the task always takes its WCET and the processor reaches the
thermal steady state. However, in real world applications, the actual execution time
of a task can be only a small fraction of its WCET. A schedule developed off-line may
provide certain guarantee, but an on-line schedule can be more effective in saving
energy. Moreover, for a more complicated real-time system, such as a real-time system
consisting of multiple sporadic tasks scheduled by the EDF policy, a processor rarely
reaches the thermal steady state. In such a scenario, the off-line algorithms simply
become not effective at all.
In this sub-section, we extend our method and develop an on-line scheduling
algorithm for task sets with multiple tasks scheduled by the EDF policy.
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Figure 5.5: M-Oscillating and the corresponding temperature curve at transient stage
We still apply the proposed non-ideal-case M-Oscillating technique in our on-line
scheduling method. One of the key challenges for the on-line scheduling algorithm
development is to rapidly calculate the energy consumption of a candidate schedule
during run-time. Therefore, in what follows, we first introduce how to formulate the
energy consumption of an M-Oscillating schedule at the transient stage, i.e. before
reaching the thermal steady state. Then, we discuss how to combine the M-Oscillating
with the existing EDF policy to schedule multiple sporadic tasks.
Online M-Oscillating Energy Calculation without Steady State Tempera-
ture Information
The energy consumption of an M-Oscillating schedule during the transient stage
can be formulated by using the same methodology as we proposed in Section 5.3.2.
Consider an M-Oscillating schedule and the corresponding temperature curve in Fig-
ure 5.5. The M-Oscillating schedule can be considered as a periodic speed schedule
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with one period consists of four speed intervals, namely, µ, j, ν and i. Therefore, the
equations we derived in Section 5.3.2, i.e. equation (5.17), can be effectively applied
to formulate the energy consumption of an M-Oscillating schedule during transient
stage.
Assuming at certain scheduling point, there are a total number of m divisions and
the current temperature is T (t0µ). Then, the overall energy consumption is
E˜(m) = 1/a · ((T (t
1
µ)− T (t0µ)) · (1−Km0 )
1−K0
+ b · (
m−1∑
x=0
∫ txj
txµ
T (t)dt+
m−1∑
x=0
∫ txν
txj
T (t)dt
+
m−1∑
x=0
∫ txi
txν
T (t)dt+
m−1∑
x=0
∫ tx+1µ
txi
T (t)dt)), (5.21)
where the four summation terms can be expressed as
m−1∑
x=0
∫ txj
txµ
T (t)dt = m ·Gidle · (τ + βµ)− βµ ·
m−1∑
q=0
T (tqµ),
m−1∑
x=0
∫ txν
txj
T (t)dt = m ·G(j) · (tjm + βj)− βj ·
m−1∑
q=0
T (tqj),
m−1∑
x=0
∫ txi
txν
T (t)dt = m ·Gidle · (τ + βν)− βν ·
m−1∑
q=0
T (tqν),
m−1∑
x=0
∫ tx+1µ
txi
T (t)dt = m ·G(i) · (tim + βi)− βi ·
m−1∑
q=0
T (tqi ),
where βj = 1/B(j) · exp(−B(j)tjm − 1); βi = 1/B(i) · exp(−B(i)tim − 1); βµ = βν =
1/Bidle · exp(−Bidleτ − 1) and Gidle = G(µ) = G(ν).
Similarly, each of the summation terms (summation of the initial temperatures)
on the right-hand-side of the above equations can be further calculated as
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m−1∑
q=0
T (tqµ) = m · T (t0µ) +
T (t1µ)− T (t0µ)
1−K0 (m−
1−Km0
1−K0 ),
m−1∑
q=0
T (tqj) = m · T (t0j) +
T (t1µ)− T (t0µ)
1−K0 K1(m−
1−Km0
1−K0 ),
m−1∑
q=0
T (tqν) = m · T (t0ν) +
T (t1µ)− T (t0µ)
1−K0 K2(m−
1−Km0
1−K0 ),
m−1∑
q=0
T (tqi ) = m · T (t0i ) +
T (t1µ)− T (t0µ)
1−K0 K3(m−
1−Km0
1−K0 ),
where
K0 = exp(−B(j)tjm −B(i)tim − 2Bidleτ),
K1 = exp(−Bidleτ),
K2 = exp(−B(j)tjm −Bidleτ),
K3 = exp(−B(j)tjm − 2Bidleτ).
Note that, in equation (5.21), given an initial temperature, i.e. t0µ, we only need
to calculate the temperature at the time instants within the first sub-interval, e.g. t0j ,
t0ν , t
0
i and t
1
µ, to get the entire temperature information and as a result, the overall
energy consumption of an M-Oscillating schedule with m divisions can be calculated
efficiently.
Combining M-Oscillating with Online EDF
In this subsection, based on the proposed energy estimation method, we present our
on-line energy minimization scheduling algorithm: “On-line M-Oscillating” (OLMO).
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To guarantee the real-time constraint, we adopt the method in [64] to calculate
the constant speed. According to [64], for the arriving task τi (either new arrival or
resumed after preemption ), at time instant t, the constant speed can be determined
as follows.
We first calculate the worst-case completion time (WCCT ) and worst-case re-
maining time (WCRT ) for each arrived (but not finished) task. Three cases are
considered:
• τi resumes after τk
WCCT i = t+ ci
WCRT i = ci
WCRT i = WCRT j − sj(t− l) /*l:previous context switch time*/
• τi preempts τj
WCCT i = WCCT i +WCCT k − tp /* τi is preempted at tp*/
• otherwise
WCRT i = ci
if(dk > di or WCCT i < t), WCCT i = t+WCRT i
else WCCT i = WCCT k + ci
The required constant speed of τi can thus be calculated as
scon =
WCRT i
WCCT i − t . (5.22)
Now the two neighboring speeds (Si and Sj) are found based on the calculated
Scon and the given processor model. To guarantee the same workload during the
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period tp, the low speed duration ti and high speed duration tj can be formulated as
tj = tp × Scon−SiSj−Si and ti = tp − tj.
To incorporate the non-negligible transition overhead, we use equation (4.2) and
(4.2), derived in Chapter 4, to find the duration of the adjusted high speed (tjm) and
low speed (tim) interval with respect to different m values.
At each scheduling point, given the initial temperature T (t00), the overall energy
consumption, i.e. E˜(m), can thus be formulated as a function of m (equation (5.21)).
Our problem is therefore to minimize E˜(m). We can use a sequential search to find
the optimal value of m during the run-time. The detailed algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 3.
As an on-line scheduling algorithm, the complexity of the proposed OLMO is a
crucial factor to be considered. In our approach, the most time consuming process
is the searching step for the optimum m. The complexity of the searching algorithm
is O(mMax), where mMax is the theoretical upper bound of m, i.e. mMax = b tiδ+τ c.
The upper bound of m depends on the low speed duration of a given task, i.e. ti,
and the transition overhead τ . Based on the task and processor model used in this
chapter, in most cases, the optimal m can be found within 20 iterations which would
pose negligible computational overhead as evidenced later in Section 5.5.1.
In the next section, we use experiments to validate the accuracy of the proposed
energy estimation methods and the performance of our scheduling algorithms.
5.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we use experiments to evaluate our methods. We first examine the
accuracy and efficiency of the proposed energy estimation equation. Then, the perfor-
mance of the proposed energy minimization scheduling algorithms will be evaluated
and discussed.
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Algorithm 3 On-Line M-Oscillating (OLMO) Algorithm
1: while context switch to task τi at time t do
2: Calculate the constant speed Scon by Eq. (5.22);
3: Find two nearest neighboring speeds Si and Sj of the constant speed;
4: Calculate ideal low/high speed duration ti and tj
5: Identify upper bound of m:
6: if Si 6= idle then
7: mMax = b tiδ+τ c
8: else
9: mMax = b ti2τ c
10: end if
11: Assign: Emin =∞ and mopt = 0
12: for m=1:mMax do
13: if Si 6= idle then
14: tim =
ti
m
− τ − δ;
15: tjm =
tj
m
− τ + δ;
16: else
17: tim =
ti
m
18: tjm =
tj
m
19: end if
20: Calculate E˜(m); Eq. (5.17)
21: if E˜(m) < Emin then
22: Emin ← E˜(m)
23: mopt ← m
24: end if
25: end for
26: Return: {Si, Sj, tim, tjm,mopt}
27: end while
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5.5.1 Accuracy and Efficiency of Energy Estimation Technique
In this subsection, we study the accuracy and efficiency of our energy estimation
methods. We adopted the processor model which is detailed in Chapter 3. The
ambient temperature is set to 25oC. The timing penalty of speed transition τ is set
to be 5ms and the transition energy overhead Esw is 0.01J [110].
First, we tested the performance of our energy estimation method for a single
speed interval, e.g. equation (5.5). We let the processor running in intervals with
different lengths and by using different modes. We then compared the overall en-
ergy consumption and computational costs achieved by using equation (5.5) with the
method proposed in [73]. To ensure the accuracy of energy calculation, we used a
very small time interval, e.g. 0.01s, as the step size of the method in [73]. The energy
consumption of each test case and the corresponding CPU time are summarized in
Table 5.2. The results obtained by using the method in [73] are labeled as “REAL”,
while ours are labeled as “PROPOSED”. The relative errors and speedups of our
approach under different test cases are also listed in the table.
Our experimental results clearly show that the proposed energy estimation method
(for single speed interval) is very accurate and computationally efficient. As can be
seen in Table 5.2, the energy consumption calculated by using our proposed method
closely matches the one obtained by using the approach in [73], with the maximum
relative error no more than 2.7% among all test cases. The computational cost, on
the other hand, is significantly reduced, i.e. up to 177X or over 57X of speedup in
average for our test cases. We can also see from Table 5.2 that the longer the interval
is, the more efficient our method can be. The reason is that the computational cost
of our method is independent to the length of the interval, whereas for the method in
[73], the CPU time is very sensitive to the interval length since it needs to divide the
entire speed interval into many small sub-intervals. Moreover, Table 5.2 also indicates
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that in general, the relative estimation errors of our method decrease as we increase
the supply voltage levels. This is because for the same interval length, higher supply
voltage level results in larger absolute value of energy consumption, which increases
the denominator when we calculated the relative errors.
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We next used experiments to examine the performance of the proposed on-line
energy estimation method, i.e. equation (5.21). We generated five groups of tasks with
different deadlines (D), e.g. 5s, 10s, 20s, 50s and 100s. Each group consists of 1000
tasks with randomly generated WCET varying from 0.5D to 0.95D. For each task, we
calculated the energy consumption of an M-Oscillating schedule with m increasing
from 1 to mMax. We assume that the initial temperature is equal to the ambient
temperature. Three approaches were used to obtain the energy consumptions.
• The proposed online periodic schedule energy estimation method, i.e. equation
(5.21) in Section 5.4.2. We refer this method as the PSE method.
• The single interval based energy calculation method. Specifically, we use equa-
tion (5.5) derived in section 5.4.1 to calculate the energy consumption of each
interval and apply equation (3.25) to trace the temperature. We call it the SIE
method.
• The energy calculation method similar to the one proposed in [73].
Based on previous discussion, for a single interval, calculating the energy by using
equation (5.5) has already demonstrated significant speedup over the method in [73],
while the latter one has better performance in terms of accuracy (as shown in Table
5.2). Therefore, in this experiment, to evaluate the accuracy of the PSE method,
we compared the energy consumption calculated by the PSE method with the ones
obtained by the method in [73]. The SIE method is considered as the baseline ap-
proach to show the additional speedup achieved by the PSE method. The average
CPU time (A.C.T.) of each task group achieved by using different approaches as well
as the average relative error (A.R.E) and speedup of the PSE method were recorded
and summarized in Table 5.3
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As can be seen from Table 5.3, our experimental results show the superiority
of the PSE method. On one hand, the energy consumption calculated by using
the PSE method well matches the one obtained by the approach in [73] with the
relative error kept less than 4.1%. The CPU time, on the other hand, is significantly
reduced compared with the SIE method, i.e. up to 210X or over 94X of speedup
in average for different task groups. The speedup of the PSE method over the SIE
method comes from the following facts. For each valid m, the PSE method can
efficiently obtain the potential energy consumption based on the current temperature
reading and four simple temperature calculations, i.e. the ending temperatures of the
4 intervals within the first period of an M-Oscillating schedule. The SIE method, on
the other hand, needs to calculate the energy consumption of a schedule interval by
interval. Therefore, 4×m times of energy calculation are required to find the overall
energy consumption. As m becomes larger, the computational overhead increases
significantly. Moreover, the SIE method needs the temperature information at every
speed transition point as the input. Thus, a complete calculation of temperature
information is required for the entire schedule under each m, which can be extremely
time consuming. This experiment shows the fact that the accuracy of the PSE method
is guaranteed while the computational overhead is significantly reduced, which is
crucial for our on-line scheduling algorithm.
5.5.2 Energy Minimization under Thermal Steady State
To study the energy saving performance of our off-line scheduling algorithm targeting
at a processor when reaching the thermal steady state, we compared our approach
with two existing methods,
• A simple naive approach that executes the task with the maximal speed and
turns to sleep mode when finish execution.
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• The Pattern-based approach [110] that uses a single speed to run the task.
This approach lets the processor’s active state to be scattered into a number of
intervals so that the processor can have a chance to cool down.
The periods of the tasks are set to 100s. The worst-case execution times are
randomly generated with workload density (c/p) varying from 55% to 95% with 5%
increment. The reason we do not further reduce the workload density is that when
c/p < 55%, the low speed mode used by the Pattern-based approach and the proposed
technique becomes the same. The temperature constraint is set to be Tmax = 85
oC.
The energy consumption of each task is calculated and plotted in Figure 5.6(a).
From Figure 5.6(a), we can see that while both the Pattern-based approach and
the proposed technique can achieve significant energy reduction (compared with naive
approach), the proposed method consistently outperforms the Pattern-based approach
under different test scenarios. Compared with the naive approach, on average, 26.5%
energy can be saved by using our method versus 13.2% by applying the Pattern-based
approach. Compared with the Pattern-based approach, the energy reduction of our
method achieves from two aspects. (i) By using the speed oscillating, the leakage
energy is reduced as the result of the reduced temperature. (ii) By applying the two
neighboring speeds instead of the maximum speed combined with the idle mode, the
dynamic energy consumption can be saved as well.
We also compared the peak temperature of each test case and plotted in Fig-
ure 5.6(b). The peak temperature achieved by the proposed approach can be at most
21.8oC and 11.4oC (or 6.4oC and 2.1oC in average) lower than the naive approach
and the Pattern-based approach, respectively. That means our approach can be even
more effective when the peak temperature constraint becomes tighter.
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(a) Energy Vs. Workload
(b) Temperature Vs. Workload
Figure 5.6: Performance comparison of three different scheduling approaches in terms
of energy minimization and peak temperature reduction
5.5.3 Online Energy Minimization under the EDF Policy
We next evaluated the performance of our proposed OLMO algorithm by comparing
with the Pattern-based approach [110] and the OLDVS approach [64].
The task model used in this experiment is set as follows. The utilization (ui) of
each task (τi) is uniformly distributed between [0.02, 1.00]. The minimum inter-arrival
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time (Pi) of τi also has a uniform distribution, with a range of [50, 500]. To simulate
the actual execution time (ei), we define the actual-to-worst ratio (e2E ratio), as the
ratio of ei over Ei, which is generated randomly for each job with uniform distribution
between [0, 1]. Then, for each job of τi, ei can be obtained by ei = e2E ratio · Ei.
The system utilization (workload density) is set between [0.5,1.0] with 5% increment.
For each test case, 1, 000 tasks are generated and bounded by the corresponding
system utilization. The overall energy consumed by the three different approaches
are collected and then normalized to the energy consumption of the Pattern-based
approach.
Figure 5.7: Normalized energy consumption of three scheduling approaches
The results are plotted in Figure 5.7, which clearly show that the OLMO signif-
icantly outperforms the other two existing approaches. Compared with the Pattern-
based approach, the OLMO can save more than 10% energy on average at low system
utilization range, while up to 20% energy can be saved when system utilization is high
(11% and 23% energy saving when system utilization equal to 0.5 and 1.0, respec-
tively and 14% energy saving on average). Compared with OLDVS, OLMO achieves
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10% energy saving on average, and the energy saving also increases with the incre-
ment of system utilization. Compared with both the Pattern-based approach and the
OLDVS, the proposed OLMO can significantly reduce the overall energy consump-
tion, particularly under high system utilization range. This is because the processor
tends to choose higher speed levels when the system utilization is high. As a result,
the absolute values of the energy consumption as well as the temperature are high.
The M-Oscillating can achieve significant temperature reduction, especially when the
system stays in high utilization range. The minimized temperature curve directly
translates into a reduced leakage energy consumption which is another contributor of
our energy saving.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we investigate how to apply scheduling techniques to reduce the overall
energy consumption of a hard real-time system. With the inter-dependency between
leakage, temperature and supply voltage taken into consideration, two approaches
are proposed in this chapter. The first one is an off-line approach that focuses on
how to minimize the energy of a single periodic task under the thermal steady state.
Next, we develop an on-line approach to reduce the overall energy consumption of
a hard real-time system scheduled according to the EDF policy. Our experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed energy estimation method can achieve signif-
icant speedup compared with existing approaches while maintaining good accuracy.
In addition, the results from large number of test cases show that, both the on-line
and the off-line approaches we proposed in this chapter outperform the existing works
consistently.
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CHAPTER 6
SCHEDULING FOR THROUGHPUT MAXIMIZATION
In Chapter 4 and 5, we investigate how to apply the M-Oscillating concept to solve
the peak temperature reduction and the energy minimization problem, respectively.
In this chapter, we are interested in studying how to maximize the throughput of a
periodic real-time system under a given peak temperature constraint. We assume that
different tasks, in our system, may have different power and thermal characteristics.
Two scheduling approaches are presented in this chapter. The first one is built upon
processors that can be either in active or sleep mode. By judiciously selecting tasks
with different thermal characteristics as well as alternating between a processor’s
active and sleep mode, the sleep period required to cool down a processor is kept
at a minimum level and as the result, the throughput is maximized. We further
extend this approach for processors with dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS)
capability.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 introduces the system
models followed by the motivational examples in Section 6.3. Our proposed scheduling
algorithms are discussed in Section 6.4. Experimental results are presented in Section
6.5. And Section 6.6 concludes this chapter.
6.1 Related Work
The desire of high-performance computing system together with the awareness of
negative effects of high system temperature have driven researchers into the study of
the thermal-aware throughput maximization problem. Significant efforts have been
spent to solve the thermal-constrained throughput maximization problem for single
processor platforms, e.g. [108, 91, 27, 118, 119], as well as multi-processor platforms,
e.g. [47, 48, 71, 121, 75, 122, 104, 35].
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For single processor platforms, Wang et al. [108] introduce an effective two-speed
reactive scheme that runs the processor at the maximum speed until it reaches the
temperature threshold, then uses an equilibrium speed to maintain the temperature.
Quan et al. [91] propose a closed-form formula for feasibility analysis for a given
peak temperature threshold. For multi-processor platforms, Liu et al. [71] propose a
thermal-aware job allocation algorithm, which assigns hot tasks to cores close to the
heat sink by taking advantage of its better heat removing capability. And cool tasks
are assigned to cores far away from heat sink. By doing so, better thermal condition
can be achieved such as low peak temperature and less temperature variations. In
[121], Zhou et al. present a task scheduling technique based on the observation
that the vertically adjacent cores have strong thermal correlation. This method then
jointly considers vertically adjacent cores and forms them into super cores. Lung et
al. [75] introduce a fast thermal simulation method, based on which, a task allocation
algorithm is proposed by assigning a given task to a core that can result in a minimized
peak temperature. In [35], Coskun et al. present a thermal-aware scheduling method
called Adapt3D, which takes the thermal history into account to reduce the number of
hot spot occurrences. Most of these works do not consider the leakage/temperature
dependency in the analysis. They either ignore the leakage power consumption or
simply treat it as constant.
In this chapter, we are interested in the problem of how to apply the scheduling
technique to maximize the throughput of a real-time system under a given peak tem-
perature constraint. There are some closely related works that have considered the
leakage/temperature dependency when solving throughput maximization problems,
e.g. [27, 118, 119]. Specifically, Chantem et al. [27] propose to run real-time tasks
by frequently switching between the two speeds which are neighboring to a constant
speed. This work, however, targets only at the scenario when the processor reaches
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its thermal steady state. Zhang and Chatha [118] present a pseudo-polynomial time
speed assignment algorithm (based on the dynamic programming approach), followed
by a scheme to minimize the total execution latency. To guarantee the peak temper-
ature constraint, this approach requires that the ending temperature of each period
not exceeding the starting temperature, which can be very pessimistic. In addition,
the two approaches mentioned above assume that all tasks have the same power char-
acteristics, i.e. tasks consume the same amount of power as long as they run at the
same processor speed, which might not be true in real-world scenario. As shown
in [56], the power and thus the thermal characteristics of different real-time tasks can
be significantly different. With this fact in mind, Jayaseelan and Mitra [56] introduce
a method to arrange the task execution sequence to minimize the peak temperature.
Zhang and Chatha [119] further develop several algorithms to maximize the through-
put of a real-time system by sequencing the task execution of processors with and
without dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS) capability. Both works ([56] and
[119]) assume that the processor can only change its speed at the boundary of task
execution.
In what follows, we first introduce the system models we used in this chapter.
Then, we present our scheduling algorithms for processors without and with DVS
feature, respectively.
6.2 Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly introduce the system models used in this chapter, followed
by the problem definition. We use the same processor model and thermal model as
we introduced earlier in Chapter 3. The task and power consumption, however, are
modeled in a more practical fashion, which are detailed below.
Real-Time Tasks: The task model considered in this chapter is a periodic task
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set consisting of independent heterogeneous tasks. The heterogeneous nature of the
tasks are manifested in a way that the power consumption of different tasks vary
significantly even running under the same speed level and at the same temperature.
This is because the power consumptions are strongly depending on the circuit activi-
ties [73] and the usage patterns of different functional units when executing different
tasks. Specifically, we introduce a parameter µ, called activity factor, to capture
different switching activities of different tasks. For a given task, the activity fac-
tor µ (ranging between (0, 1]) defines how intensively the functional units have been
used. For common benchmark tasks, the activity factors can be obtained by using
architectural-level power analysis tools such as Wattch [23]. Similarly, we also define
a leakage factor δ, which can be used as the scaling factor of the leakage power of a
processor when running different tasks.
Power Model: With the activity factor taken into consideration, the dynamic
power consumption of a processor when executing a task τi at the kth speed level can
be formulated as
Pdyn(i, k) = µiC2v
3
k, (6.1)
where vk is the supply voltage level, C2 is a constant and µi is the activity factor of
the task τi.
Similarly, if we consider the leakage factor, the leakage power of a processor when
executing the task τi can be effectively estimated as
Pleak(i, k) = δi(C0(k)vk + C1(k)Tvk), (6.2)
where δi is the leakage factor, C0(k) and C1(k) are constants. Therefore, the overall
power consumption when executing the task τi at the kth speed level can be modeled
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as
P (i, k) = δi(C0(k)vk + C1(k)Tvk) + µiC2v
3
k. (6.3)
Accordingly, the temperature dynamic when executing the task τi can be formulated
as
dT (t)
dt
= A(i, k)−B(i, k)T (t), (6.4)
where A(i, k) = a(δiC0(k)vk + µC2v
3
k) and B(i, k) = b − aδiC1(k)vk (we use Bs for
B(sleep)). Hence, for a given time interval [t0, te], if the initial temperature is T0,
by solving equation (6.4), the ending temperature after executing the task τi can be
formulated as:
Te =
A(i, k)
B(i, k)
+ (T0 − A(i, k)
B(i, k)
)e−B(i,k)(te−t0)
= Tss(i, k) + (T0 − Tss(i, k))e−B(i,k)(te−t0), (6.5)
where Tss(i, k) is the steady state temperature of the task τi at the kth speed level.
For a given task, if Tss(i, k) > Tmax (the maximal temperature limit), we call it a hot
task, or cool task otherwise. Apparently, for the sleep mode, we have Tss = Tamb.
Based on the models introduced above, the throughput of a real-time system can
be maximized when the latency of executing a task in one period is minimized. Then,
our research problem can be formulated as follows.
Problem 6.2.1. Given a tasks set Γ = {τ1(t1, µ1, δ1), τ2(t2, µ2, δ2), ..., τn(tn, µn, δn)},
where ti, µi and δi are the execution time, activity factor and the leakage factor of
the task τi, respectively. Develop a feasible schedule such that the latency of executing
one iteration of Γ is minimized under the thermal steady state while ensuring a given
peak temperature constraint Tmax.
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Figure 6.1: Improve the throughput by distribute sleep period between task execu-
tions
Figure 6.2: Improve the throughput by switching between hot and cool tasks
6.3 Motivational Examples
Consider a task τ with execution time t of 500ms and a steady state temperature
Tss of 115
oC. Let the peak temperature limit Tmax to be 100
oC. Assume that the
processor has already reached this temperature threshold before task τ starts to run.
Then, the temperature constraint will definitely be violated if the execution of τ starts
immediately.
To prevent the temperature from exceeding Tmax, we can turn the processor into
the sleep mode and let the processor cool down, as illustrated in Figure 6.1(a). Based
on the calculation from our system model, the processor has to stay in the sleep mode
for 418ms to make sure its temperature dropped to a safe temperature. With this
safe temperature, if we continue to execute τ , the peak temperature constraint, i.e.
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Tmax, will not be violated.
Alternatively, as shown is Figure 6.1(b), we can divide the execution of τ equally
into 5 sections and distribute the sleep periods before each of them. In this case, only
12.6ms is required for the processor to stay in the sleep mode to cool down to the
safe temperature (i.e. 94.8oC in this case) for each sub-interval. Consequently, the
processor only needs to spend a total of 12.6× 5 = 63ms in the sleep mode to ensure
the same maximal temperature constraint. Shorter idle time implies that the latency
of the tasks can be reduced and therefore helps to improve the system throughput.
This example indicates that it is more effective to insert multiple idle intervals inside
the task than only at the task boundary to improve the throughput under the same
peak temperature constraint.
Now consider another example as shown in Figure 6.2 with a cool task τ1 (Tss =
68oC) and a hot task τ2 (Tss = 115
oC). Let us assume that both tasks have the same
execution time (400ms). Both the initial temperature and the peak temperature con-
straint are assumed to be 100oC. To reduce the execution latency without violating
the peak temperature constraint, one intuitive approach is to run the cool task τ1
first followed by the hot task. However, in this example, running the cool task alone
cannot bring the temperature low enough such that τ2 can immediately start to run
without exceeding the peak temperature limit. Therefore, a sleep period of 73.4ms
has to be inserted before τ2 to further cool down the processor which results in a total
latency of 873.4ms as shown in Figure 6.2(a).
In contrast, one can also divide the execution of τ1 and τ2 into 4 sub-intervals and
run them alternatively. The schedule and the corresponding temperature curve are
shown in Figure 6.2(b). Note that, both τ1 and τ2 are successfully executed under
the peak temperature limit without inserting any idle interval at all. Moreover, the
temperature at the end of the execution is reduced to 96.1oC . This saved temperature
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budget (i.e. 3.9oC) could be used to further improve the throughput [119] of the
ensuing tasks.
It is worth to mention that in the above examples as well as the following dis-
cussions, the mode switching overhead is only considered in timing analysis whereas
omitted in thermal analysis for simplicity. The reason is that the tsw is sufficiently
small so that the temperature variation during tsw is negligible. Moreover, during
the mode switching, the processor clock is halted that no workload can be executed.
Thus, in fact, the chip temperature during tsw is slightly decreasing, if not ignored.
Therefore, if one method can guarantee the temperature constraint without consid-
ering the temperature variation in tsw, it is bound to be feasible if we incorporate tsw
into the thermal analysis.
The above example clearly shows that, by splitting tasks with different power
and thermal characteristics into multiple sections and execute them alternatively,
the throughput can be significantly improved. Several questions immediately rise.
First, how effective this approach can be, especially when considering the switching
overhead between task executions? Second, how can we appropriately choose the
number of sections that a task needs to be split to achieve the best performance, i.e.
throughput? We answer these questions in the next section.
6.4 Our Approach
In this section, we discuss our approach in detail and present our scheduling algo-
rithms. We first consider a processor with only one active mode, i.e. N = 1, and
assume all tasks are hot tasks with respect to a given peak temperature constraint.
We then consider a task set consisting of both hot and cool tasks. Finally, we intro-
duce our approach for a processor with multiple active modes, i.e. N > 1.
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6.4.1 Sleep Mode Distribution for Hot Tasks
We begin our discussion by assuming that a processor has only one active mode and
one sleep mode. We further assume that all tasks in Γ have Tss > Tmax (i.e. hot
tasks). When Tss ≤ Tmax, the problem becomes trivial since no temperature limit
violation can occur. Because Γ is a periodic task set and it is shown [27, 119] that
the throughput of Γ is maximized when the temperature at the end of each period
equals Tmax, we can conveniently make the initial temperature of Γ to be the same
as the ending temperature of each iteration, and set them to be Tmax.
Since all tasks are hot, starting at Tmax, we can only bring down the temperature
by inserting idle intervals. The question is how long we should insert the interval.
The shorter the total length of all idle intervals is, the smaller the overall latency is
and thus the larger the throughput can be. To quantify the effectiveness of different
choices, we use a metric called the idle ratio (Θ) which is defined as the ratio between
the time that the processor stays in sleep mode and the active mode within one
period. It is not difficult to see that the smaller the Θ, the larger the throughput.
From the first motivational example above, we can see that the length of overall
idle interval can be reduced by splitting each task into multiple—i.e. m(m > 1)—
sections, and inserting idle intervals in between. In fact, we find that, when the
switching overhead is negligible, the larger the m is, the smaller the overall idle
interval time is needed. The observation is formulated in the following theorem.
Theorem 6.4.1. Given a task τi, a processor with only one active and one sleep
mode, and a maximal temperature constraint Tmax, assume that Tss(i) > Tmax. Let
Θ(m) represents the idle ratio of a feasible schedule when τi is evenly split into m
sections. Then,
• The idle ratio Θ(m) is a monotonically decreasing function of m.
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• The lower bound of the idle ratio Θmin exists as m approaches to infinity such
that
lim
m−>∞
Θ(m) =
B(i)
Bs
Tss(i)− Tmax
Tmax
. (6.6)
Proof: Assume that when m = 1, to cool down the processor, ts seconds of sleep
period has to be added before τi. To find ts, we first need to find the safe temperature,
i.e. Tsafe(i), of the hot task given the peak temperature limit Tmax. For a given hot
task, the safe temperature is defined such that if the starting temperature is Tsafe,
the ending temperature of the task execution reaches exactly at Tmax. From the
temperature dynamic described in equation (6.5), by letting the ending temperature
Te equal to Tmax, we can solve for T0 to obtain the corresponding safe temperature
of a given task τi,
Tsafe(i) = Tss(i)− Tss(i)− Tmax
e−B(i)ti
. (6.7)
Once the safe temperature is available, we can calculate how long it takes to stay in
the idle mode to cool down the temperature from Tmax to Tsafe(i). Again, we can
use equation (6.5). This time, the initial and ending temperature are given, the sleep
period ts is the length of the interval that we want to solve,
ts = − 1
Bs
· ln(Tsafe(i)
Tmax
)
= − 1
Bs
· ln(Tss(i)−
Tss(i)−Tmax
e−B(i)ti
Tmax
). (6.8)
Therefore, the idle ratio of the original task, i.e. when m = 1, can be expressed as
Θ(1) =
ts
ti
= − 1
Bsti
· ln(Tss(i)−
Tss(i)−Tmax
e−B(i)ti
Tmax
). (6.9)
Now, if the execution of τi is evenly split into m sections, we have ti/m seconds
of active period associated with a safe temperature of Tsafe(i,m), which can be
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calculated as
Tsafe(i,m) = Tss(i)− Tss(i)− Tmax
e−B(i)
ti
m
. (6.10)
Based on this safe temperature, we only need to insert ts(m) seconds of sleep
period before each active period. Specifically, we have
ts(m) = − 1
Bs
· ln(Tsafe(i,m)
Tmax
). (6.11)
Now we can formulate the idle ratio Θ as a function of m that
Θ(m) =
ts(m)
ti/m
= − m
Bsti
· ln(Tsafe(i,m)
Tmax
)
=
1
Bsti
· ln( Tmax
Tsafe(i,m)
)m. (6.12)
To prove Theorem 6.4.1, we only need to show that the first order derivative of
θ(m) is always less than zero, i.e. dΘ(m)
dm
< 0. Therefore, we have
dΘ(m)
dm
=
1
Bsti
· (Tsafe(i,m)
Tmax
)m
· m( Tmax
Tsafe(i,m)
)m−1 · (−1) · Tmax ·
dTsafe(i,m)
dm
Tsafe(i,m)
2 . (6.13)
On the right-hand-side of equation (6.13), the parameter Bs, ti, m, Tmax, Tsafe are
all greater than zero, therefore the sign of dΘ(m)
dm
depends upon the term
dTsafe(i,m)
dm
.
By observing equation (6.10), it is not difficult to see that the function Tsafe(i,m) is
monotonically increasing with m. The physical meaning of this equation is that with
a larger m (smaller active period), the required safe temperature becomes higher to
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guarantee the same peak temperature limit. Therefore, we have
dTsafe(i,m)
dm
> 0, thus
dΘ(m)
dm
< 0 and that Θ(m) monotonically decreases with m is proved.
We next find the lower bound of θ(m). As m → ∞, we denote the active time
and sleep time in each division as t′i and t
′
s, respectively. The corresponding safe
temperature is represented as T ′safe(i). Then, based on equation (6.5), we obtain the
following relationship:
t′s = −
1
Bs
ln(
T ′safe(i)− 0
Tmax − 0 ), (6.14)
t′a = −
1
B(i)
ln(
Tmax − Tss(i)
T ′safe(i)− Tss(i)
). (6.15)
Because a shorter active period requires a higher safe temperature, in the extreme
case when m → ∞, we have T ′safe(i) → Tmax . Then, the lower bound of Θ can be
calculated as
Θmin = lim
T ′safe→Tmax
(
1
Bs
ln(
T ′safe(i)
Tmax
))/(
1
B(i)
ln(
Tmax − Tss(i)
T ′safe(i)− Tss(i)
)). (6.16)
Apparently, when T ′safe → Tmax, the above limit calculation involves an indeter-
minate term (0
0
type). Therefore, we apply the l’Hopital’s rule [2] to find the first
order derivative of the numerator and denominator of equation (6.16), respectively.
Then, we have
Θmin = lim
T ′safe→Tmax
(
dt′s
dT ′safe
)/(
dt′a
dT ′safe
)
=
B(i)
Bs
Tss(i)− Tmax
Tmax
. (6.17)
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Figure 6.3: Illustrate the procedure to find the appropriate number of m for our sleep
time distribution method by considering the non-negligible transition overhead
Hence, Theorem 6.4.1 is proved. 2
Theorem 6.4.1 implies that the smaller we divide a task, the shorter the idle
interval is needed. However, the impact of distributing idle intervals between task
executions eventually can be saturated as we increase the number of m.
Based on the above discussion, in order to maximize the throughput of a processor,
we should divide the execution of task τi into as many sub-intervals as possible.
However, since there exists a lower bound of Θ(m), the benefit of dividing the task
becomes saturated as m increases. Furthermore, as m → ∞, the context switching
overhead cannot be ignored anymore, no matter how small it can be. The question
then becomes how to determine the optimal “m” for each hot task.
Assuming the timing overhead of each context switching is tsw, we derive a method,
i.e. Algorithm 4, to find the optimal sleep distribution pattern. Specifically, we want
to find the optimal number of sub-intervalsmopt and the sleep time in each sub-interval
topts . The procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Starting from Tmax, the corresponding ending temperature of the sleep period can
be obtained from equation (6.5),
T ′e = Tamb + (Tmax − Tamb)e−Bstsw . (6.18)
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Based on T ′e, the duration of the subsequent active mode is
t′i = −
1
B(i)
ln(
Tmax − Tss(i)
T ′e − Tss(i)
). (6.19)
Accordingly, we have mopt = b tit′i c (using the floor function to make sure mopt is
an integer). Once mopt is available, the duration of each active sub-interval can be
determined, i.e. ti
mopt
. The ending temperature of the corresponding sleep period can
also be obtained as
Te = Tss(i)− Tss(i)− Tmax
e
−B(i) ti
mopt
. (6.20)
Finally, the minimized sleep time per sub-interval topts can be solved from equa-
tion (6.8) by replacing Tsafe(i) with Te in equation (6.20):
topts (i) = −
1
Bs
ln(
Tss(i)(e
−B(i) ti
mopt − 1)
e
−B(i) ti
mopt
− 1). (6.21)
The final schedule generated by our method will be topts seconds of sleep period
followed by ti
mopt
seconds of task execution. By repeating this pattern by mopt times,
the latency of task τi can be minimized while the given peak temperature limit Tmax
is guaranteed.
Although Algorithm 4 is targeting at a single task, it is applicable to a task set
consisting of multiple hot tasks, since the optimization procedure can be conducted
on each individual task separately. For a special case that a task set consisting of hot
tasks with homogeneous power, the task set can be considered as a single task with
the execution time texe =
∑
ti, (τi ∈ Γ). The optimal sleep distribution pattern can
be found conveniently by using Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4 Sleep mode distribution for single hot task
1: SleepDistribution(TASK τi)
2: //Set initial value of topts = tsw
3: topts = tsw;
4: //Find the ending temperature of sleep mode
5: T ′e(tsw) = Tamb + (Tmax − Tamb)e−Bstsw ;
6: //Find the execution time of the ensuing active period
7: t′a = − 1B(i) ln( Tmax−Tss(i)T ′e(tsw)−Tss(i));
8: //Find optimum m
9: mopt = b ti
t′a
c;
10: //Find the minimal idle interval per division
11: topts = − 1Bs · ln(
T ′e
Tmax
);
12: latency = m · topts + ti;
13: return (latency);
6.4.2 Improving Throughput by Task Switching
In this subsection, we extend our discussion to a task set consisting of both hot
and cool tasks. First, let us consider only two tasks, one hot task and one cool
task. Recall that as implied by the second motivational example, dividing both
tasks into m (m > 1) sections, and alternating the execution of both tasks helps
to improve the throughput. However, this method cannot always guarantee that
the entire temperature curve can stay below the temperature threshold. Whether
this task switching scheme work or not depends on the power consumption and the
duration of the cool task and the hot task, respectively. Therefore, in this subsection,
we develop a systematic way to determine whether the task switching scheme can be
applied to a hot/cool task pair, and if yes, how to find the optimal number of task
switching to achieve the maximum throughput.
Given a task pair, i.e. τi and τj (Tss(i) < Tmax < Tss(j)), both τi and τj are equally
divided into m divisions and alternatively executed (with τi first). In this scenario, if
the initial temperature is Tmax, the temperature is first cooled down to certain point
by the cool task. Then it goes up by running the hot task. Note that even we apply
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the task switching scheme, the peak temperature may still have chance to either stay
below or go above the predefined temperature limit.
In order to determine whether the peak temperature constraint can be satisfied,
we define a term called critical temperature, i.e. Tc, which is the temperature when
completing the first division of τj, i.e. hot task. To determine whether the task pairing
can guarantee the temperature constraint for an arbitrary m, we only need to check
the critical temperature. If Tc > Tmax, then apparently we have temperature limit
violation. In contrast, if Tc ≤ Tmax, we can guarantee that the entire temperature
curve can stay below Tmax for the remaining part of the task execution. This is
because if the initial temperature of the second cool task division, i.e. Tc, is less than
the previous initial temperature Tmax, it results in an even lower starting temperature
for the second hot task division. By repeating this pattern, the entire temperature
curve continues to decrease from Tmax.
In fact, a similar theorem as Theorem 6.4.1 can be established for a task set
consisting both hot and cool tasks.
Theorem 6.4.2. Given
• a task pair, i.e. τi and τj,
• a processor with only one active and one sleep mode,
• a maximal temperature constraint Tmax,
if Tss(i) < Tmax < Tss(j) and both τi and τj are equally divided into m sections and
alternatively executed (with τi first). Then the critical temperature w.r.t different m,
i.e. Tc(i, j,m), is a monotonically decreasing function of m if
m <
B(i)ti
ln(K1
K2
· Tmax−Tss(i)
Tss(j)−Tss(i))
, (6.22)
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where K1 = B(i)ti +B(j)tj and K2 = B(j)tj.
Proof: To prove Theorem 6.4.2, we need to find the range of m that makes the first
order derivative of Tj(i, j,m) less than zero. Given the initial temperature Tmax, based
on equation (6.5), the ending temperature of task τi after
ti
m
seconds of execution can
be expressed as
Ti(i, j,m) = Tss(i) + (Tmax − Tss(i))e−B(i)
ti
m . (6.23)
Similarly, the ending temperature of task τj after
tj
m
seconds can be formulated as
Tc(i, j,m) = Tss(j) + (Ti(i, j,m)− Tss(j))e−B(j)
tj
m . (6.24)
After substituting Ti(i, j,m) with equation (6.23), we have
Tc(i, j,m) = Tss(j) + (Tss(i)− Tss(j))e
−K2
m
+ (Tmax − Tss(i))e
−K1
m . (6.25)
By solving the first order derivative of Tc(i, j,m), we have
dTc(i, j,m)
dm
=
K2
m2
· (Tss(i)− Tss(j))e
−K2
m
+
K1
m2
· (Tmax − Tss(i))e
−K1
m . (6.26)
If we let dTc(i,j,m)
dm
< 0 and solve the inequality, then
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dTc(i, j,m)
dm
< 0,
K1(Tmax − Tss(i))e
−K1
m < K2(Tss(j)− Tss(i))e
−K2
m ,
K1
K2
· Tmax − Tss(i)
Tss(j)− Tss(i) < e
B(i)ti
m ,
m <
B(i)ti
ln(K1
K2
· Tmax−Tss(i)
Tss(j)−Tss(i))
. (6.27)
Hence, Theorem 6.4.2 is proved. 2
Theorem 6.4.2 implies that given a cool/hot task pair, one can always try to find
a feasible schedule by increasing m within the bound specified by equation (6.27), or
m1bound = b
B(i)ti
ln(K1
K2
· Tmax−Tss(i)
Tss(j)−Tss(i))
c. (6.28)
Now the problem becomes how to judiciously choose the appropriate m to maxi-
mize the throughput, when the context switching overhead is considered. Note that,
the non-negligible switching overhead also imposes a bound to the choice of m. The
total amount of switching time associated with m task switchings is m · tsw. If the
original idle interval required to cool down a hot task from Tmax to Tsafe is ts, we must
have m · tsw < ts in order to further reduce the latency. Therefore, we set another
bound for m that
m2bound = b
ts
tsw
c. (6.29)
Then, the upper bound of m is defined as
mmax = MIN (m
1
bound, m
2
bound). (6.30)
The hot/cool task pairing algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 5. The optimal m
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can be found by sequentially search from 1 to mmax (among the positive integers). The
searching is stopped as soon as we find an m so that Tc(i, j,m) ≤ Tmax. Note that, if
the ending temperature at m = mmax still cannot satisfy the temperature constraint,
the task switching scheme fails. Thus, we first test if Tc(i, j,mmax) < Tmax, and the
searching process starts only if the result is true.
Algorithm 5 Pairing hot/cool task
1: TaskParing(TASK τi, TASK τj)
2: //Find the upper bound of m
3: mmax = MIN (m
1
bound, m
2
bound);
4: //Find the Tc at m = mmax, check constraint
5: if (Tc(i, j,mmax)) ≤ Tmax
6: //Find mopt by sequential search from m = 1
7: for k = 1; k < mmax; k + +
8: if (Tc(i, j, k)) ≤ Tmax
9: //If constraint satisfied, get m
10: mopt = k;
11: Latency = mopt · tsw + ti + tj;
12: return (Latency);
13: endif
14: endfor
15: else return 0
We present the proposed throughput maximization algorithm in Algorithm 6, for
processors with one active and one sleep mode. Our algorithm works as follows:
First, tasks are classified into cool tasks and hot tasks based on their power/thermal
characteristics and the given peak temperature constraint. Then, we put cool tasks
in a queue Qc and sort them in a decreasing order based on the ending temperature
(assuming the execution starts at temperature Tmax). The hot tasks are put in Qh
and sorted in an increasing order based on their safe temperatures. Starting from
the initial temperature Tmax, the task at the beginning of Qh attempts to pair with
the head task in Qc. If this task pairing is feasible, the mopt can be obtained by a
sequential search. The latency of the hot/cool task pair is calculated by TaskParing()
defined in Algorithm 5. Then, both tasks are marked as scheduled and their ending
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Algorithm 6 Throughput maximization without DVS
1: Input: Γ = {τ1, τ2, ...τn}
2: Initialization: classify all tasks into cool/hot tasks based on Tss;
3: Find Tend for all cool tasks;
4: Find Tsafe for all hot tasks;
5: Sort cool tasks into Qc in decreasing order of Tend;
6: Sort hot tasks into Qh in increasing order of Tsafe;
7: Tini = Tmax;
8: for i=1:length(Qh)
9: for j=1:length(Qc)
10: if (tasks NOT ’scheduled’) && (pairing is feasible)
11: Latency = Latency +TaskParing(Qc[j], Qh[i]);
12: Mark Qc[j] and Qh[i] as ’scheduled’;
13: Update initial temperature: Tini = Tend(i, j,mopt);
14: endif
15: endfor
16: endfor
17: for i=1:length(Qh)
18: if (Qh[i] is not ’scheduled’)
19: Latency = Latency + SleepDistribution(Qh[i]);
20: Mark Qh[i] as ’scheduled’;
21: endfor
22: for i=1:length(Qc)
23: if (Qc[i] is not ’scheduled’)
24: Latency = Latency + tQc[i];
25: Mark Qc[i] as ’scheduled’;
26: endfor
27: Return: (Latency);
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temperature after mopt times of switching needs to be updated as the new initial
temperature of the next attempted pairing.
To find the ending temperature, we derive a closed-form formula based on [88]. If
there exists mopt times of task switching between τi and τj, the ending temperature
of the schedule can be formulated as
Tend(i, j,m) = Tini +
(Tc(i, j,m)− Tini) · (1−Km3 )
1−K3 , (6.31)
where K3 = e
−B(i) ti
m
−B(j) tj
m and Tini is the initial temperature of the task pairing
between task i and j. Based on the above equation, the ending temperature after
mopt times of task switching can be obtained by replacing m with mopt.
For a given hot task Qh[i], if the attempted task pairing fails with the pth cool task,
i.e. Qc[p], it is still possible to make a feasible combination with the qth (p 6= q) cool
task, i.e. Qc[q]. Therefore, the hot task is left in the Qh until the end of the iteration
to get chances to be matched with all cool tasks. Finally, after the attempted task
pairing procedure, if there are still tasks left in Qc or Qh, the hot tasks are executed
with SleepDistribution() introduced in Section 6.4.1 and the cool tasks are simply
attached at the end of the final schedule.
6.4.3 Improving Throughput by DVS
In previous discussion, we assume that a processor has only one active mode. In
this subsection, we consider a more complex processor model, i.e. the processor with
N(N > 1) different active modes, and the processor can change its working mode
dynamically. Employing DVS is a double-edged sword in terms of throughput max-
imization. On one hand, reducing the supply voltage slows down the task execution
and reduces the throughput. On the other hand, reducing the supply voltage helps
to reduce the power consumption and thus the thermal pressure. How to make an
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appropriate trade-off needs careful analysis.
Given a hot task τi, if the execution time at the highest speed level k is ti(k), then
the corresponding execution time at (k − l)th mode is calculated by
ti(k − l) = fk
fk−l
ti(k), (6.32)
where fk and fk−l are the clock frequencies associated with Vdd level k and k − l,
respectively. From equation (6.8), the required sleep time of task τi under the supply
voltage level k − l can be obtained and expressed as
ts(i, k − l) = − 1
Bs
ln(
Tss(i, k − l)(e−B(i,k−l)·ti(k−l) − 1)
e−B(i,k−l)·ti(k−l)
− 1). (6.33)
Note that if the steady state temperature of task τi at the (k− l)th speed level is
equal to or less than Tmax, then it becomes a cool task and thus ts(i, k − l) = 0.
By combining the actual execution time and the required cooling period, the
overall latency of τi when executed at the speed level k − l is formulated as
t(i, k − l) = ts(i, k − l) + ti(k − l). (6.34)
One straightforward way to determine the optimal speed level of a given task is
to calculate the overall latency of the task under all supply voltage levels. Then, the
speed level that leads to the least latency will be selected as the optimal speed kopt.
In fact, we should also take advantage of the proposed sleep distribution option to
see if we can further improve the throughput. Given a task, we apply Algorithm 7 to
find the optimal speed level in terms of the latency minimization.
In Algorithm 7, given a hot task, we first calculate the overall latency by applying
our sleep distribution method proposed in Section 6.4.1 and the optimal speed level
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Algorithm 7 Find the optimal speed level for task
1: Calculate-Speed-Opt(TASK τ)
2: //Find total latency by sleep distribution at the Max.Spd
3: Latency[SpdMax− 1]=SleepDistribution(τ);
4: //Optimum speed initially set as the Max.Spd
5: SpdOpt = SpdMax− 1;
6: for L = SpdMax− 2; L >= 0; L−−
7: if Tss > Tmax
8: Latency[L] = SleepDistribution(τ);
9: else
10: Latency[L] = t(τ, L); Eq. 6.34
11: endif
12: if Latency[L] < Latency[L+ 1]
13: SpdOpt = L;
14: endif
15: endfor
16: return (SpOpt);
is initially set as the maximum speed. Then we reduce the speed level one by one
and check if there are improvement in terms of overall latency. Finally, the optimal
speed level is returned after we iterate through all available speed levels. It is worth
to mention that, each time we reduce the speed level, the corresponding steady state
temperature of a given task is evaluated because a hot task might transform into a
cool task. If that is the case, no sleep time is needed and instead, we only need to set
the latency as the actually execution time of the task at that speed level.
6.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we validate the theorems and show the performance of the proposed
approaches through a set of simulations. We again use the processor model introduced
in Chapter 3. The mode switching overhead is assumed to be 5ms [110]. We let the
ambient temperature and the maximal temperature limit to be 25oC and 100oC [119],
respectively unless otherwise specified. Also, for simplicity reason, we assume that
for a given task, the activity factor is equal to its leakage factor.
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(a) Theorem validation: The execution latency of a task is monotonically
decreased as we increase the number that we divide the task, i.e. m.
(b) Theorem validation: The critical temperature is a monotonically decreas-
ing function of m when m < mbound.
Figure 6.4: Theorem validation
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(a) Processor without DVS
(b) Processor with DVS
Figure 6.5: Latency comparisons for synthetic task sets of different scheduling ap-
proaches
6.5.1 Theorem Validation
To validate the conclusion drawn in Theorem 6.4.1, we run a hot task τ1 (ti = 300ms,
Tss = 138
oC @Vdd = 1.2v). The idle ratio Θ as well as the total sleep time are
plotted in Figure 6.4(a), as we increase m from 1 to mmax. The result conforms
to the conclusion in Theorem 6.4.1 that Θ monotonically decreases with m. When
m = 1 the schedule is identical to the one proposed in [119] that 322ms sleep time
is required to cool down the processor before τ1 starts to run (thus Θ = 1.07). As m
increases, the total sleep time and thus the idle ratio is decreasing and reaches the
minimal at m = mmax = 21. The final latency is 310ms compared with 622ms by
the approach in [119], a 50% reduction is achieved in this example.
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We next validate Theorem 6.4.2 by running a cool task τ2 (Tss = 81.7
oC) followed
by a hot task τ3 (Tss = 115.9
oC) without introducing any sleep interval in between.
The execution time of the cool task and hot task are 700ms and 400ms, respectively.
By using the proposed task switching method, the critical temperature, i.e. Tc, is
plotted in Figure 6.4(b). We can see that as m increases from 1 to 30 (an arbitrarily
chosen large number), the critical temperature first drops and then increases steadily.
The upper bound of Tc’s decreasing region is calculated by using equation (6.22), i.e.
7, in this case. Again, the result conforms to Theorem 6.4.2 that Tc is monotonically
decreasing with m when m is less then the bound. From Figure 6.4(b), we can also
see that Tc(2, 3,m) drops drastically at the first a few steps and becomes relatively
stable when m is further increased. It implies that, in this particular case, mopt can
be found within 3 rounds of evaluation (since Tmax = 100
oC and Tc(2, 3, 3) < 100
oC
).
6.5.2 Latency Minimization for Synthetic Task Sets
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method in terms
of latency minimization. We created 10 representative task sets each consisting of
20 randomly generated tasks with execution time and utility factor µ uniformly dis-
tributed within [100, 1000ms] and [0.4, 1], respectively. Based on our thermal model,
the steady state temperature of these tasks are ranging from 62oC to 145oC. For each
task set, we specify the ratio of the number of cool tasks versus the total number of
tasks (i.e. 20), and vary this ratio from 0 to 0.9 with 0.1 increment.
For a processor without DVS, we compare our approach with a heuristic similar
to the one proposed in [119], i.e. the SEQs method. In this case, we set the processor
to the highest available speed level. We recorded the average total latency achieved
by both methods in each test case and plotted in Figure 6.5(a). We also provide the
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actual time that the processor spends in task execution as references. As shown in
Figure 6.5(a), the proposed method consistently outperforms the SEQs method in
all test cases. Compared with the SEQs method, on average our method reduces
the latency by 23.3% (up to 35.7%). From Figure 6.5(a), we can see that, in terms
of overall latency reduction, the performance of the proposed approach is relatively
stable compared with the SEQs method, which is sensitive to the amount of cool
tasks available in a given task set. Since in the SEQs method, if the number of cool
tasks are small, one has to insert a large sleep period before each hot task to reduce
the temperature. Under the same circumstance, in contrast, the proposed approach
can rely on sleep distribution to reduce the latency even without cool tasks.
Next, we repeat the entire procedure for a DVS enabled processor and compare
our DVS scheduling approach with the one similar to the SEQd method [119] (a DVS
approach as well). As shown in Figure 6.5(a), the proposed method still achieves much
better performance. Specifically, compared with the SEQd method, on average, our
method reduces the latency and idle time by 5.3% and 46.9%, respectively. We notice
that, given a processor with the DVS capability, the margins of the performance
differences between our approach and the SEQd method are significantly reduced
compared with non-DVS cases. The reason is that, with the support of speed scaling,
the original hot tasks (at the maximal speed) have a great chance to become cool
tasks after speed reduction. As a result, for the SEQd method, instead of inserting
large chunk of sleep period, only a linear increase of overall latency is incurred.
6.5.3 Latency Minimization for Real Benchmarks
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the proposed scheduling algorithms
in terms of latency minimization by using real benchmark programs. Specifically, we
choose 12 different benchmark programs (shown in Table 6.1) from MediaBench [3]
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Table 6.1: Selected benchmark programs and their parameters
Benchmarks Avg.Power(w) Exe.Time(s) Stead State Temp. (oC) Hot or Cool
galgel 52.2 0.046 80.2 Cool
bzip2 52.7 0.037 80.2 Cool
crafty 52.1 0.028 79.1 Cool
gap 55.5 0.04 84.6 Cool
gcc 55.1 0.043 83.5 Cool
mcf 53.5 0.028 81.3 Cool
crc 84.3 0.214 127.9 Hot
dijksstra 76.5 0.136 115.4 Hot
ffti 74.9 0.41 102.7 Hot
gsm 77.8 0.373 116.7 Hot
qsort 76.7 0.475 115.4 Hot
and SPEC2000 benchmark suites [7]. The total execution time of the benchmark are
individually obtained by Simplescalar 1 [6] (at 1.2GHz). We use Wattch [23] to get
the averaged power consumption of each program and then normalize to the highest
one to get the activity factor µ of each task. Then, based on these tasks’ parameters
as well as our system model, we can calculate the steady state temperature of each
individual task and divide them into hot and cool tasks (the temperature limit is
100oC in this experiment).
In our experiment, 6 representative task sets, i.e. T1 − T6, were tested. Specifi-
cally, Task set T1 includes all 12 tasks we selected. Task set T6 contains only the hot
tasks. Task set T2− T5 each consists of 8 tasks with different hot/cool task ratios.
For each task set, the overall latency achieved by using the proposed methods
and the approaches in [119] were collected for a processor with and without DVS
capability. We normalized the overall latency obtained by different methods to the
actual execution time of each individual task set and plotted the results in Figure.
6.5.3.
From Figure 6.5.3, we can see that, the results obtained from real benchmark
1Default configuration was used to setup the processor in our experiment.
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Table 6.2: Representative task sets consisting of real benchmark programs
Task Set Benchmarks
T1 galgel,bzip2,crafty,gap,gcc,mcf,twolf,crc,dijkstra,ffti,gsm,qsort
T2 bzip2,crafty,gap,crc,dijkstra,ffti,gsm,qsort
T3 galgel,bzip2,crafty,gap,dijkstra,ffti,gsm,qsort
T4 qsort,ffti,dijkstra,bzip2,galgel,gcc,twolf,mcf
T5 ffti,qsort,bzip2,crafty,gap,gcc,mcf,twolf
T6 crc,dijkstra,ffti,gsm,qsort
programs are similar to those of synthetic benchmarks with and without consider-
ing DVS. The proposed algorithms again consistently outperform the base line ap-
proaches, i.e. the SEQs and SEQd method. For non-DVS case, compared with THE
SEQS method, our method reduces the overall latency by 14.4% on average (up to
21% for T6 consisting of all hot tasks). On the other hand, for processor with DVS
capability, our method achieves 3% latency reduction on average.
6.5.4 Feasibility Improvement
We next investigate the performance of the proposed method in terms of feasibility
improvement for a processor without DVS capability. Recall that a task is defined as
infeasible if the required safe temperature is below the ambient temperature. We use
the same parameters to randomly generate task sets without specifying the number
of cool tasks in each task set. Instead, we set the ambient temperature as a variable
and change it from 25oC to 65oC with a step size of 10oC. Under each ambient
temperature condition, we generated 10 task sets each including 100 tasks. The
average feasibility ratio (the number of feasible tasks divided by 100) achieved by the
proposed method and the SEQs method were recorded and plotted in Figure 6.7.
The proposed method completes all tasks without infeasible task and thus improves
the feasibility ratio by 21% on average compared with the SEQs method.
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(a) Processor without DVS
(b) Processor with DVS
Figure 6.6: Latency comparisons for real benchmarks of different scheduling ap-
proaches
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Figure 6.7: Feasibility comparisons of different scheduling approaches
6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we study the problem on how to maximize the throughput of a pe-
riodic real-time system under a given peak temperature constraint. We incorporate
the interdependency between the leakage, temperature and supply voltage into anal-
ysis and assume that different tasks in our system may have different power and
thermal characteristics. Two algorithms are presented in this chapter. The first one
is built upon processors that can be either in active or sleep mode. By judiciously
selecting tasks with different thermal characteristics as well as alternating the pro-
cessor active/sleep mode, the sleep period required to cool down a processor is kept
at a near optimum level and as the result, the throughput is maximized. We further
extend this approach for processors with dynamic voltage/frequency scaling (DVS)
capability. Our experiments on large amount of synthetic as well as real benchmark
programs show that the proposed methods not only consistently outperform the ex-
isting approaches in terms of throughput maximization, but also significantly improve
the feasibility of a task set when more stringent temperature constraints are imposed.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we summarize our research presented in this dissertation and discuss
possible future work of this research.
7.1 Concluding Remarks
The continuous shrinking of the semiconductor transistor feature size together with
the increasingly complicated circuit architecture, have resulted in the exponential
increase of power density, which has imposed enormous challenges and threatens
to slow down this progress. The soaring power consumption has posed immediate
challenges for system designers on how to extend the battery life of portable devices
and reduce the energy bills of power-rich systems, respectively.
Moreover, the elevated power consumption directly translates into high system
temperature, which not only increases the packaging and cooling cost, adversely af-
fects the performance but also reduces the lifespan of a system. More importantly, it
increases the temperature-dependent leakage power consumption, which is becoming
one of the major components of the overall power in DSM domain digital integrated
circuits. A vicious circle exists that high power converts to high temperature and
high temperature in turn increases the leakage power. Apparently, power/thermal-
aware design techniques are urgently needed at each design abstraction level. And
the crucial leakage/temperature dependency has to be incorporated into the study.
In this dissertation, we present our research efforts on how to apply the real-
time scheduling techniques to solve various system-level, resource-constrained, design-
optimization problems. We first introduce a set of simple yet effective system-level
models to capture the processor’s thermal dynamic as well as the leakage/temperature
dependency. The linear-approximation leakage power model developed in this re-
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search helps to greatly simplify the complexity of temperature calculation while
achieves reasonably good accuracy, e.g. 1.3% average relative error for leakage cal-
culation and less than 4.8% relative error when calculating the temperature. Then,
based on these models, we focus on three closely related, but distinctly different prob-
lems: (i) temperature minimization under timing constraint, (ii) energy minimization
under peak temperature constraint, and (iii) throughput maximization under peak
temperature constraint.
Specifically, we first present a novel real-time scheduling scheme, based on an ex-
isting algorithm, the M-Oscillating, that oscillates between the high and low processor
speeds to minimize the peak temperature of a processor when executing a periodic
task set. Different from the original algorithm proposed in [28], in this research, we
incorporate the non-negligible processor mode switching overhead into analysis and
present a fast searching algorithm that can be used to efficiently find the appropriate
number of mode switchings that can lead to the minimized peak temperature.
We next solve the energy minimization scheduling problem based on the M-
Oscillating concept. Specifically, We derived a novel, closed-form energy estimation
method that can be used to accurately and efficiently calculate the energy consump-
tion of a candidate schedule at both the transient and the thermal steady state. Based
on the proposed energy calculation method, we then developed two scheduling tech-
niques, i.e. an off-line method for a periodic task set and an on-line method targeting
at an aperiodic task set, to minimize the overall energy consumption of real-time
systems. Our experimental results show that the proposed energy estimation method
can achieve up to 177X speedup compared with an existing approach [73] while still
maintaining high accuracy (with relative error no more than 4.1%). With a large
number of different test cases, the proposed off-line energy minimization scheduling
method consistently outperforms two existing approaches, e.g. the Naive approach
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and the Pattern-based approach [110], by 26.5% and 15.3%, respectively. Our on-
line approach, on the other hand, also shows superior performance in terms of over
energy reduction. Compared with the Pattern-based approach and the On-line DVS
approach [64], on average, our method gains 14% and 10% additional energy savings,
respectively. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first thermal-aware scheduling
technique that can guarantee the hard real-time deadlines for an aperiodic task set.
Finally, we study the problem on how to maximize the throughput for a periodic
real-time system under a given peak temperature constraint. We observe that the
overall latency when running a task can be reduced if we split the task execution
and insert the cooling periods in between. Moreover, we notice that by frequently
switching between the execution of tasks with different thermal characteristics, e.g.
hot and cool tasks, the entire temperature curve can be maintained under a predefined
threshold without introducing any cooling period. Based on these observations, we
formally establish and successfully prove two important theorems, which are used to
guide the development of our scheduling algorithms, i.e. one for processors without
DVS capability and the other one for processors with DVS feature. Our experimental
results, based on parameters drawn from the 65nm technology, show that on average
our methods outperform the existing approaches [119] by over 23.3% and 5.3%, for a
processor without and with DVS capability, respectively. Moreover, under different
ambient temperature conditions, the proposed method can guarantee that all task can
be completed without a single occurrence of peak temperature constraint violation.
It is a 21% feasibility improvement over the existing approach [119].
To summarize, in this research, the proposed system-level leakage model and the
energy estimation method are reasonably accurate while achieving significant compu-
tational overhead reduction. Moreover, the performance of the proposed scheduling
techniques consistently outperform a number of recently published existing works.
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Furthermore, the theoretical study in this dissertation lays a solid foundation for the
guidance of the power/thermal-aware scheduling algorithms development in practical
single and multi-processor platforms.
7.2 Future Work
Our research in this dissertation focuses on a single-core-processor platform. However,
considering the fact that multi-processor architectures are becoming more popular,
especially when the three-dimensional integrated circuit (3D-IC) emerged as a novel
technology [40, 62, 43, 63], it is worth to extend our existing work into the 3D multi-
processor arena.
Advantages of a 3D multi-processor Recently, 3D-IC [71, 121, 75, 122, 104, 35,
105] is emerging as a novel technology that vertically integrates multiple dies with
through-silicon vias (TSVs). The benefits of 3D-IC come from several aspects. 1) Due
to the significantly reduced interconnect length, higher performance can be achieved
with less delay and lower power consumption. 2) The device density is increased with
a smaller footprint/form factor which may also help to improve the manufacturing
yield and devise more cost effective packaging methods. 3) 3D-IC enables hetero-
geneous integration which allows us to integrate components processed by different
technologies into a single system, i.e. integrate a RF die manufactured by low cost
130nm technology with a fast but expensive 45nm logic chip. Considering these ad-
vantages, how to effectively implement 3D-IC is becoming a research hot spot for
both industry and academia.
Challenges in designing a 3D multi-processor As an immediate consequence
of vertically stacking multiple silicon dies, the power density increases by a factor of
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the number of layers, e.g. the heat fluxes up to 250W/cm2[103]. As we mentioned
before, the high power consumption directly translates into high temperature, which
has many negative effects on a system, e.g. high packaging and cooling cost, reduced
performance, system life span and reliability. In 3D-IC, the temperature issue can
only become worse. It is reported in [74] that for a commercial 65nm dual-core pro-
cessor, the peak temperature of a two-die 3D design can be 18 oC higher than its
2D counterpart. Besides the high power density, the heterogeneity of heat-removing
efficiency at different layers and locations on a 3D-IC also makes the problem com-
plicated. In fact, the layer that is close to the heat sink can remove heat off the
chip more efficiently. Moreover, the unbalanced heat-transfer efficiency also causes
the temperature variation across the chip, which in turn results in thermal stress, hot
spot and reliability degradation.
Evidently, power and thermal issue is one of the major hurdles of implementing
3D-ICs. Therefore, power and thermal-aware design techniques are needed. The OS
level scheduling method, given the fact that it knows the characteristics of both hard-
ware and software, is one of the most effective methods to alleviate the power and
thermal-stress and is worth to be further explored. Despite that there are various
techniques proposed for 2D processors to address the power and thermal issue, e.g.
[52, 27, 119, 38], the heterogeneous cooling efficiency and the heat transfer in the
additional dimension have simply made the existing thermal management techniques
less effective.
Extending our research into 3D To extend our existing work on single-core
platform, the first and most important step is to develop appropriate system models,
especially the thermal and power models, to capture the three dimensional heat flow
and the crucial leakage/temperature dependency. More importantly, the model is
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required to be simple enough for system-level analysis.
One straightforward way to derive a 3D thermal model is to use our existing results
on single-core platforms. Specifically, we use a pair of RC to model the temperature
dynamic of each individual core and then add the lateral and vertical thermal resis-
tance between processor cores to capture the horizontal and vertical heat transfer.
By doing so, a single linear differential equation (required to describe the thermal dy-
namic of a single-core platform) becomes a group of linear differential equations. The
computational overhead of using this model can be prohibitively expensive when the
number of cores we are trying to model is large, not to mention analytically formu-
lating the temperature change or establishing some theorems to guide the scheduling
algorithm development. Apparently, additional effort must be and worth to be spent
to find efficient ways to model the power consumption and the thermal dynamic of a
3D multi-processor.
This dissertation has built a theoretical foundation to study power/thermal-aware
scheduling problem for single-processor platform. Although 3D multi-processor schedul-
ing is a much more complicated task than its single-core counterpart, we still feel
there are ways to extend our existing work into the 3D arena. For example, the M-
Oscillating in time horizon may be extended to both temporal and spatial oscillation.
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